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!FOREWORD

This Handbook is one of several major CAEL assessment reports based upon
-CAEL Wdrking Papers produced in 19/5. CAEL followed an unusual developmen-
tal plan invalidating its initial work and preparing these reports. In order to insure
that itsdeyelopmental work was fully reviewed and tried out prior to final publica-
tion, the CAEL Working Papers were used experimentally in approximately 80
CAEL institutions during 1975-76. In a fo'rmal review procedure users provided
critigue_and suggestions that the authors used in preparing this revision. Validation
of these current materials also included a series of field studies that addressed
important issues concerning reliability, validity, and the value of assessment to the
student. Those validation studies are reported in The CAEL Validation Report,
1976; aspects of the findings especially pertinent to content are sunSmarized briefly
in Chapter III of this Handbook. The Preface summarizes the more important
issues with which the authors tried to deal in their revisions and the major changes
that distinguish this Handbook from the earlier version, originally published as
Working Paper No. 10,The Use of Expert Judgment in the Assessment of Expo-.
riential Learning.

Warren W. Willingham
CAEL Project Director
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PREFACE

The'individualized.and often highly unique nature of experiential learning poses a
number of problems for the faculty members and administrators charged with the
assessment of that learning. Standardized tests, for example, are usually in-
adequate or inappropriate. Assessment must, therefore, be placed in the hands of
artlexpert," someone who has specialized knowledge and experience in a relevant
discipline Or field. This Handbook is an attempt to familiarize those involved. in
assessment with some of the basic principles and practices In the application of
expelitxigment. ThOughothers may find this book useful, it is primarily intended for
faculty' members, administrators, and consultants involved in assessing the
experientially-based learning of students who art/ seeking academic credit for that
learning.

Responses to the working draft of this Handbook suggested an extremely
diverse audience, ranging from educational philosophers to engineers. Cort-
sequently, an effort has been made to avoid overly technical language and wher-
ever possible to illustrate and clarify points with concrete examples. Those farn6iar
with the working draft of this document will note several changes. The introduction
now contains a more extensivesdiscussien of the problem of choosing an expert
judge as well as a brief overview of some basic principles. The two separate
chapters on interviewing have been combined into one chapter with a consequent,
reduction in redundancy and what is believed to be a batter organization. A brief
"Concluding Note" tiat reminds the reader of some general assessment principles
Was replaced the chapter on "Use and Evaluation." '

It is hoped that.this Handbook will be useful in three ways: First, practical
methods and procedures are suggested that can help institutions make imdre.:
effective use of expert judgment. Second, some examples of approaches to-as-
sessment are presented that would, with some modifications, be suitable for appli-
cation at an institution were experiential learning must be assessed. Finally, it is
hoped that the principles and methods suggested here will help institutions to
evaluate the quality of their assessment on a continuing basis.

The writing of this Handbook was the joint effort of many people. Richard R.
Reilly, an Educational Testing Service staff member through most of t,he project
and currently at American Telephone and Telegraph Co., prepared Chapters I, II,
and the Concluding Note. and contributed to Chapter III. Ruth Churchill of Antioch
College wrote Chapter IV, and Arnold Fletcher of Thomas N. Edison College
co-authored Chapter V with John 1.. D. Clark of ETS, who was on leave at Thomas
A. Edison College when the wojking draft was written. Chapter VI was prepared by .

Myrna Miller, who was at Empire State Collazii, when the writing began and is now
with Vermont State CollegeS. Judith Pendergrass of Metropolitan State Univeisity
was the senior author of Chapter III. Jane Porter Stutz of ETS contributed to
Chapter III and coordpated communications and the compilation of the manuscript.

The following people reviewed drafts of the Working Paper or the revised draft
and made many helpful suggestions:

Thomas Donlon, Educational Testing Service'
Sheila,GOrdon, LaGuardia Community College
Joan,Rnapp, Educational Testing Service

V
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Robert Ramos, American-Telephone and Telegraph Company
Robert Sexton,,iJnIVersity of Kentucky

:Dennis-Tipp; Warren Wilson College '
In additiOn,,facutii. and administrators from many CAEL institutions completed a
qaeitkiniiiire on-the Working Paper and provided useful recommendations.

apprealation is expressed to Lorraine Simon, who typed the early
drafts .and helped in countless other ways during the project.

Richard Rs. Reilly

Vi 9



.1m- Intecdutition

Richard R..Rsilty

The assessment:of learning invariably requires human judgment. This is clear
enough in the case of a college instructor who must assess the learning of students
taking a course:-Perhaps less clear is the extensive reliance on judgment in the

deietoPrhent of so-Called "objective" multiple-choice achievement tests. In the first
instance, the instructor -may use direct observation of oral and written performance
as a basis for gradtng students. In the second instance, judgment is involved in the
setectien of content to be covered and in the writing of items. In both of these
examples the person making judgments is presumed to have some special know-
ledge or expertise in the relevant subject-matter field.

=The assessment of experiential learning certainly is no different in demanding
expertjudgment. Whether the !earning has .been derived from a sponsored or
nonsponsored experience, judgment will be necessary to evaluate the amount and
quality of what :has beenJeamed. In many instances parti;ularly when prior,
hensponsored teaming is being assessed, assessors are forced to rely on only a
limited amount of information. It is especially important;then, that the assessors, in
addition to =being "experts" in a particular substantive domain, also be competent
judges. Experts who are not properly prepared to conduct assessment jeopardize
the equity of assessment for the institution, and more importantly, for the individual
student. Competent judges, on the other hand, while not guaranteeing perfect
assessment, can ensure an equitable and consistent treatment of all students.

Overlap Between Different Methods

Four major assessment techniques are discussed in this Handbookinterviews,
product assessment, performan

Th
e assessment, and assessment of written mate-

rial.rial. ese are not the only way in which to assess experiential learning, but it is
believed that these four methods Comprise the most useful and relevant approaches
for applying expert judgment. though separate chapters are devoted to each
method, it will become apparel} to the reader that areas of overlap exist across
methods:To some extent distinctions between methods are arbitrary and involve a
matter of emphasis rather than a clearcut demarcation. This is perhaps most
obvious in the rase of product assessment and performance assessment where
some of the methods and suggestions can be used interchangeably. The emphases
are decidedly different, however. In_product assessment there is greater concern
with what is produced and less withhcw it is produced, whereas the reverse is true of
performance assessment. The fact that there is overlap is not necessarily undesira-
ble. It will be found that for many assessment problems a combination of two or more
procedures may be much more effective than a single method. The principles of
product and performance assessment can be applied in tandem in those situations
where both the process and the end product must be considered to yield a valid
assessment. Likewise, Interviews may provide a useful adjunct to other assessment
methods in many situations. It should be made clear that the separate treatment of

10



the four assessment methods in no way implies that each method should always be
used in isolation. Indeed, it is the authors intent and hope that users will recognize
the advanfages of applying more than one technique.

Purposes of This Handbook __------
This Handbook has four major objectives. First, it is hoped that readers can develop_
wetter understanding of some of the general methodological Problems and issues
related to the use or expert judgment. Issues such as reliability and validity should be
understood.inci considered before applying any assessment technique.

A tc0. Objective is to provide the reader with specific practical suggestions
(elated to each of four common applications of expert judgment. The discussion of
the problein's and pitfalls of interviewing, p:oduct assessment, perforrnance as-
sessment, and the assessment of written materials should be helpful to those
engaged in the application of these methods.

A third objective is to present the mast impolarit principles of sound assess-
ment as a series of steps or checks to follow in conducting assessment. The general
principles are presented later in this chapter and reoccur in modified form at the end
of each chapter dealing with a specific type of assessment method.

A final objective is to broaden the reader's awareness of various possible
approaches to assessment through the presentatiOn of practical examples and
prototype procedures. Some readers may find that an adaptation of a suggested
procedure meets a local assessment need.

Choosing Assessors

Mcst of the content of thisHandbook assumes that assessors have been identified
and assigned. For many assessment problems, however, the task of choosing
appropriate assessors is a critical and difficult one. Whitaker has distincuished six
groups of potential assessors. (1) student learners in sponsored programs, (2) prior
learners seeking credit for unsponscred learning, (3) faculty teachers, (4) nonfacuity
teachers or supervisors in a sponsored learning program, (5) participant-observers
such as clients or co-workers, (6) outcome observers. This last group incllides
persOns who have not participated in the learning process in any way, but are called
upon to participate in the assessment of learning outcomes".' Unlike the other
groups, outcome observers have no association with the learning process that might
make them convenient and natural choices for assessors. This will occur most
often with the assessment of prior teaming where a person with expertise in a
specific area must be choser \ to conduct an assessment.

NorTIty, choosing an outcome observer is a two-stage process involving
Identification and selection. In the identificator stage two or more assessors are
identified as having expertise in the subject-matter field for which credit is sought. At
this point it becomes necessary to raise a very basic question. Who is an expert? In
response to this question we offer a working definition. An expert is an individual
having special skill or knowledge derived from experience, education, or training.

'Urban G. Wrataker. Assessors and Thor Oualimoons, dl Morns T Keeton and Absvcotes. Est:wen:au cosmos'
Ratonale. alatactensbcs. and Assessment San Francesco Ansay-Bass, 1976. p f93
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The deilnition purposely does not imply any formal academic 'credentials" so that
iridividUals who-have expertise because of their experiential- learning (e g . an
avocational pursuit) c be included,

How, then, is oneffildentify an expert? Specific types of evidence that might be
used to determine whether an individual is an expert in a given subject or field
include the following:

1. Recommendations from two or three other experts in the same or a closely
related field.

2. Published works (e.g., journal or magazine articles, books, etc ) in a given
subject.

_
3. Technical rroducts or artistic works in a related area.
4. A directly related formal academic degree.
5. .Other formal credentials such as a license.
6. Awards or honors for achievement in the field.
7. Instruction or teaching experience in the area.
6. Supervisory experience of individuals working in the same field
9. Membership in organizations or societies with a focus closely related to the

subject area.
Although there are really no hard and last rules for identifying experts. no single

one of the foregoing suggestions should be relied upon solely As many independent
sources of verification as possible should be obtained.

Assuming that several experts have been identified. usually one expert is
selectedz to conduct the assessment. What are some of the considerations that
govern which expert is selected? Whitaker offers some useful criteria, which he
refers to as essential assessor characteristics." The first of these characteristics is
subject-matter expertise. Although all of the potential assessors identified will have
some subject matter expertise, some may be stronger in certain areas than others
The strengths qnd weaknesses of the potential assessors should be judiciously
considered in terms of the specific learning being claimed ,e g theoretical know
ledge vs. practical skills).

A second criterion involves the psychometric expertise of the assessor
Whitaker defines psychometric expertise as . . secondary knowledge of the
assessment process that is sufficient to enable one to select and adapt techniques
and instruments that others have developed and perfected "I Increasing the
psychometric expertise of assessors is precisely what this Handbook ir about
However, the experience and knowledge of the expert with regard to conducting
assessment should be taken into account during the selection stage.

A third characteristic of effective assessors is what Whitaker refers to as
familiarity with case data. Outcome observers as a group are typical', not very
familiar with all aspects of the case being assessed In many cases, owever.
assessors will know something about the learner, the teacher Of any). the learning
process, or other aspects of the case at hand In genera.. such knowledge willhelp
make the assessment more valid, and this should be considered in selecting
assessors.

'Although 4 a amays CoSsarY0 to nave aluaaPe assessors n n eGageaee irg.41..ases trus o PrAvVe bek...3.450 al

coats or Other pracbcal convderidoos

%Whisker. r 198-199
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Tire Rug two critene that should be oonsiciered are the obiectm4L\and motive
lion of the essessor. The °feed judge should be free of prejudice toward the learner.
the teach*, and any other aspects of the reaming process and. in ackiition\should
be highly motivated to conduct assessment the most thorough. and equ4able
mann et possible.

Not all assessors selected wit, possess aft of these characteristics. of course
indeed; ft It were always possible. to select assessors meet4 an of these criteria
-140 would be no need for a handbook like this one. However efu, .denlificatior.
and-selection of expert judges cart considerably simplity the task of prepanng
assessors.

Organization and Scope

The other chapters of the Handbook present a great dee. of information. as welt as
Materials. that might be adapted for use in assessment_ Chap or it dears with some
Of the basic tiernica, and methodoiogicat ..onsiderations .A)Mfrion to aL judgmenta,
methods eassessment. Since the later .chapters assume some !enchant, with
thesegentitalconceptja is recommended that Chapter .. be :ead before any of the
chapters dealing withMs:We techniques,

Chapters!!! through VI discuss specific assessment tech. nques. Chapter lit

discusses the device most ...ornmonry used tc assess exporientia, kerning the
interview. The different types of interviews an, described. potontra. problems are
dismissed, and a variety of practrca. suggesbor.s are :redo for the improvement of
interviewing and related techniques. Finally, the Steps ir. deveoping a structured
intOnnaw are presented and iliptrated. Chapters w and I discuss the methods of
productand performance. assessment Sumo coalmen problems ale described and
suggeshoris for improvement are offered. Both chapters deta., mode, procedures for
the acindildtef,essessnieni. Eiecause otthe hoax:" .ore that rafter. materai prays a:

,.expen3nhat teaming, a separate chirpter has beer. inciudeo lo discuss some of the
relent14M iisues: problems. and methods. Chapter v. also ...ontains a variety of uselus
suggestions that might be e4.;:,-ad to assessment of written miaow). A Concluding
-Note' summarizes Si k besi. assessment steps ais: how they should be applied to
the techniques presented in earlier chapters

An Overview of Some General Principles

Because so much emphasis is pieced on a set :11 basic assessment print,pres frn the
Handbook, it may be herpfta for the reader to DMA ,,,o(r.lje1; the genera, steps
recommended at the end of Chapter II To arustrate the common elements of alt
assessment problems. and at the same time.prowide an overview of some U.sic
principles. the sot basic steps of assessment are presented together with six
ommended steps for assessment of sponsored off campus learning in Tabta

The first step in the assessment of sponsored reaming .s Pr5tam Detatieon.
which has no genera. counterpart, since for a ange group of expenencei Warners.
namely prior learner s, :ro set program evel existed The first genet a, step. Establish
Criterion Standards. dot:* have a di.ect counterpart Specification of Learning
Outcomes In both cases pinning down exactry what .510 be assessed is catboat for
effective assessment

4
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Table

Comparison of General Steps Recommended for Assessment of

Experiential Learning with Suggested Steps for Assessment of

Sponsored Learning

General Steps for Conducting
Assessment

L Establish Criterion Standards

N. Select and Stricture Assess-

ment

Hi Plan the Administration of As

SOS-4MM

Pi. Relate Judgments to Observe-
tons

V Record and Report

VI Monitor Assessment

Steps for Assessment of
Sponsored Learning

Program Definition

H Specification of Learning

Outcomes

Ill Establish the Assessment
Procedure

iv Formative Assessment

V Summative Assessment

vI Evaluation of Assessment

The next two general steps. Select and Structure Assessment and Plan the

Administration of Assessment, are embodied in the step called. Establish the

Assessment Procedure for sponsored programs

The fourth, and fifth general steps. Relate Judgments to Observations and

Record and Report are specific desiderata for bath Formative and Summative

Assessment. which are the next two steps for sponsored programs Relating judg-

ments to observations simply meant tnat assessors should be their assessments as

Closely as poseible to the ev dance at hand and not be influenced by extraneous or

irrelevant factors Once a eidgment has been made about the learning, the assessor

should record the results of assessment for administrative purposes and prov'de

feedback to the student This last step is particularly important in the formative

assessment phase in sponsor programs where diagnostic information can help

the student learn more aliectivdy
The final general step. Monitor Assessment. is closely paralleled by Eva Wa-

iler) of Assessment in sponsored pktgrants, Both steps are motivated by the rec-

ognition that assessment procedures can &most always oe improved and should

be checked for major flaws or weaknesses 4

The following chaptersoffer considerable a mpficaeon of these generalpoints 11

is hoped Illat the reader will recognize that effective assessment will share these

principles regardless of the technique or method being applied

,42, !WINN Cbt...-14C" CI .6-4,W /Vet `.st Non.; r0 a 416141tv*Wet sot ,fin S ahry *V SOW,. Gotsjor4

C.INVP-$40-3000if
rm.^4 A k MVIC5bC.21, P`,MgOr N CAE (0,4.4tonal Towne Sonx '977
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MethodoIngical Problems and Issues RelatedTo The Usi Of Expert Judgment
a In ASsessment

'Richard R. Reilly

Although assessment of experiential learning is a relatively new endeavor, judgz,,ment has been.stircrit.d in enough other contexts so that a reasonably well-definedset of general principles
can be derived and applied. One conclusion of this re-search confirms what many of us suspectedthat

expert judges are often quite!alibi°. More. importantly, however, it has also been shown that it is possible tocorrect or alleviate many of the errors that assessors make. Given the implicationsthat such errors have for the student, it is important for administrators and asses-sors to be aware of some of the major problems and issues surroundingJudgmen-tal assessment.
Wore considering the types of errors that judges typically make and what todo about igem, we should first consider the role of the expert judge in assessment.is the preVkous chapterwe addressed the questions. "Who is an expert?" and.low are Mt its chosen?" We now consider the question. "What does the expertjudge do in sessment?" The assessment process has btien conceptualized asinvolving six, ages:' (1) identification; (2) articulation; (3) documentation; (4) mea-surement; (Si valuation; and (6) transcripting Once the learning acquired throughexperience ha, been Identified and related to an institutional or programmatic goal(articulated), itliust bedocumented in some way. After this has been done, expertjudgment can applied to measure the natere and extent of the learning and thento evaluate whdther that learning meets certain standards. The final stage involvesconcisely describlhg the learning and recording it on a transcript (transcripting). Insome cases, the expert plays a role in all six stages An expert mightbe involved inidentifying teaming, for example, or even in_transcripting the results of assessment.Clearly, however, the points at which specialized expertise is most essential are inthe stages of measurement and evaluation In many instances, learning will havebeen Identified, articulated. and documented before the expert judge becomesinvolved in the assessment process It is the task of the expert to measure thedocumented evidence of learning, and then evaluate this learning by comparing itwith standards for academic credit

FUNCTIONS OF THE EXPERT JUDGE
Although the role of the expert judge will vary depending upon the institutution, thestudent, and the type of learning to be assessed, the following seven functions aresuggested.

Criterion Definition. Assessment implies standards The expert, therefore, shouldplay a role in the specific definition of the standards against which the evidencepresented by the student is to be fudged These standards may be unique and
'Wanton W WaVam Crittat tsa-Jes ant Bssc Reweemeres AssessmeN

6
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highly specialized, but the assessor should be able to make them explicit and put
them into objective terms.

Selecting. In some cases the assessment procedure may be predetermined by
the institution or chosen by the student, as in the case of a product presented by a
student tor credit. In many cases, though, once the criteria have been specified,
the expert will decide which type of assessment procedure is most appropriate for
eliciting the most relevant sample of behavior, performance, or other evidence
The expert may, in fact, be able to take advantage of existing assessment proce-
dures that could be adapted and structured for a student with relatively little revi-
sion.

Structuring. The degree of control over the structure of the assessment process
that an individual assessor has will vary depending upon the situation Structure
may be imposed by others involved in the assessment process, for example But in
many situations the assessor can decide whether the assessment will be highly
structured (e.g., an oral examination) or relatively unstructured (e.g , a loosely
patterned interview).

Adapting. The expert assessor can have considerable impact on the validity of the
overall judgments made by adapting the assessment technique to the experiences
and needs of the indiviaual. Adaptation does not necessarily imply a lack of struc-
ture, but rather the selection of the fairest and most relevant information for the
demonstration of a student's particular learning or competence

Observation. The expert must observe a student s behavior, performance, or
products before reaching a decision. The observations arc the critical stimuli to
which the expert makes a response in the form of a judgment or assessment The
competence with which an expert can make observations is determined by some
factors beyond the contro: of the immediate assessment process, such as experi-
ence and intelligence. Emphasis on the other functions Of the assessor's role can
go a long way toward enhancing the quality and relevance of the observations
made. Focusing ibe assessor s attention on the specific behaviors or the most
relevant aspects of performance can be dons with clear, concise definitions, for
example.

Recording. Ir, instances where assessment is relatively complex or where judg-
ment occurs sometime after observation, it is extremely important that some record
of observations be kept. Observations may be recorded electronically, by the
taking of notes. or only by the central nervous system of the expert.

Judglny The most critical function of the assessor s role is, of course, the act of
judging or quantifying the student s learning. It is within this aspect of assessment
that the expert must somehow consider what evidence has been presented, elimi
nate what is irrelevant, weigh what is relevant, and finally balance this against
some standard of competence. The act of judging itself, though certainly crucial,
does not take place in a vacuum. The other functions of the assessor's role in
helping select the relevant evidence or sample of performance, in structuring the



.assessment process, etc., are of equal importance in minimizing the errors that
may be made In judgment.

Thee() Seven functiops of the expert assessor's role may not all be carried out
bylhe same individual, nor is it necessary that all seven be performed with each
new assessment. For some common assessment situations the functions of crite-
rion definition, Selecting, and structuring may be performed only initially, since the
resutts:Wili have general application for all students seeking the same type of
credit. For highlyindividualized an,i unique learning experiences it may be neces-
sary Well seven functions to be performed on an ad hoc basis with each new
- assessment.

THEPROBLEM OF ESTABLISHING STANDARDS AND LEVELS OF
COMPETENCE

:Because assessment can be viewed as a comparison between the evidence pre-
sented by a sti'dent and some fixed standard, it is essential that the assessor have
a clear understanding of what standards are being applied for a given assessment.
In a Measurement sense, the simplest type of assessment would be one in which
the 'student's evidence is compared against a standard and a decision is made as
to.Wnether the evidence meets the standard or not. In many instances, however,
the assessment process calls for a finer discrimination. A student may be awarded
from zero to ten-credits, for example. In such cases more than one standard is
obviously needed, and, in,fact, a continuum with anchoring standards at various
points along a scale may be implied. Some of the most critical kinds of errors made
in Judinent have been shown to result from a lack of well-defined standards or
criteria. Failure to provide specific standards can create at Saest two different kinds
of problems. First, an assessor may have a very specific set of subjective stan-
dards that may not be shared by other assessors. This results in inconsistency in
the assessment process since the final judgment made may depend more upon
the-assessor's unusual standards than upon the relevant evidence presented. A
second possible response to a lack of clear standards is that the assessors may
leave the standards vague. Under these conditions assessors would be more likely
to ''play it safe" and never really commit themselves strongly in making judgments.
This too, results in a failure to discriminate.

In order for assessments to be fair and valid, the standards used by assessors
should be defined explicity and in as much detail as possible. Where several levels
or categories of competence are involved, experts in the subject-matter area
should establish corresponding standards before an assessment is made. Ideally,
there would be a consensus among experts as to the number of categories or
levels and the standards which define those levels. For the assessment of com-
mon types of teaming experiences, it may be possible to have predefined levels
ind standards. For the assessment of more unusual or new learning experiences,
it might be necessary to set down objective standards on an ad hoc basis. A
three-stage process is suggested. The expert would begin with a set of common
standards written in terms that cut across all areas of learning and consequently
are very general. These initial definitions could relate to the assessment framework
of the institution and its philosophical orientation. In the second stage the expert, or
experts, would translate these,gennral definitions or standards into more specific

8
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Figure 1
General and Specific Definitions for Standards of Writing

Competence

General Definitions Specific Definitions

Competence Is unquestionably well
above minimal requirements for cred-
it.

Competence is minimally sufficient for
credit.

Competence is slightly below minimal
requirements for credit.

Competence is far be iw minimal re-
\quirements for credit.

I lib.

1 41111.

Writing is clear and precise with excel-
lent vocabulary and grammatical us-
age:Easily adapts language and style
for different purposes.

Writing is adequate for freshman
level, though vocabulary is somewhat
limited and minor errors in grammar
are sometimesjnade.

4

Writing is sometimes unclear with
words occasionally used inappro-
priately. Majorlrammatical errors, are
occasionally made.

Writing often is incoherent and dis-
jointed. Vocabulary is extremely lim-
ited, and major grammatical errors
are often made.

and objective definitions related to the assessment area. The final stage would
involve selecting objective indices or behaviors that relate to the experts' defini-
tions of each level. If several experts are involved in setting standards, the objec-
tive indices or behaviors can be first generated independently by each expert and
then compared before a consensus is reached. Figure 1 presents an example of
the first two steps in this suggested process for the area of writinp competence.
The definitions on the left are very general and could be adapted to fit a particular
assessment framework. The corresponding specific definitions on the right trans-
late the general definitions into more objective terms related to writing compe-
tence.

For rotatively common types of learning, such as writing competence, this
definitional process would be necessary only once. After good standards have
been established, they can be applied repeatedly to similar assessment problems.
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In many instances, however, the teaming claimed will be of a highly unique nature
and 'consequently standards will have to be established on an ad hoc basis. The

-same steps can, be performed'even if only one expert judge is involved. Making
standards explicit will, in fact, serve as a highly useful framework for structuring the
assessment procedure itself. Weil-defined standards serve as the cornerstone for
valid andreliable assessments, and in cases where do assessmentprocedureis
not predetermined or fixed, can serve as guidelines for developingand conducting
thilressessment procedure. There is, in addition, a further benefit to be derived
froin this proce.ss. From a student's point of view, feedback given in a framework of
highly.specific Standards will be much more useful than feedback given in a very
generalframework. Thus, the educative benefit of assessment will be enhanced as
a direct outcome of a process designed to yield more consistent and valid judg-
mentS-about learning.

THE ISSUE OF VALIDITY

In general terms,\he validity of an instrument is regarded as the extent to which a
process or prooedyre is measuring what it purports to measure. In terms of as-
sessment, validity can be thought of as the extent to which the assessment really
measures the student's true learning experience as related to the criteria estab-.

lished. Researchers in the fields of education and psychology hav, distinguished
five different approalches to evaluating the validity of an assessment procedure.

Predictive Validity refers to the accuracy with which assessmentscan be used
to ptedict.later performance in a related area. Predictive validation is of fairly
iimited usefulnoss in the context of experiential learning. There may be Situations,
however, where an institution may wish to evaluate an assessment procedure, in
part, by how well the assessments agreriwith later performance in a closely allied
field. For example, an assessment procedure devised for awarding credit for a
prerequisite course could be evaluated by comparing the assessments made with
measures of actual performance in the later course. k

A Second method is called concurrent validity, and refers to a procedure
whereby a set of assessments is compared with a set of immediately available
independent measures of the same learning. For example, an assessment proce-
dure could be evaluated on an experimental bas's by comparing the average
assessment made for a group of students with a known and well-documented level
of competence in some specific area with the average assessment made for
another group without such expertise. Such an approach could be used to evaluate
the usefulness of a performance test designed to measure laboratory skills in
chemistry The average level of performance, as judged by experts, could be
compared for graduate students in chemistry and undergraduates without exten-
sive training. A large difference between the two groups in average performance
would "validate" the assessment 'procedure.

Both predictive and concurrent validations are limited in usefulness because
of the requirement that groups of students be assessed for similar sets of compe-
tences. The more individualized the assessment for each student, the more difficult
it becomes to- apply these empirical methods.

A third approach to the validation of assessment procedures is referred to as
construct validity The construct validity of an assessment procedure can be
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Ahoughtof as all the accumulated supperting evidence for the usefulness of that
.pniCedare..COnstruci validly is a long-range process that evaluates the theoretical
underpinnings of an assessment device or procedure by examining the relation-
ships between-the assessments and other measures which are thought,to mea-

.......airre;the.:sitine or- simi!ar sets of factors.,Construct validation is a conceptual
process used primarily to evaluate instruments that purport to measure traits such
aSilitelligenCe or personality factors. The program of research implied by the
concept of construct validation would probably apply in an active sense to only a
Very knifed-number of institutions with very special capabilities and interests.
ConStruct validation comes into consideration in a different way for a larger number
of institutions. In choosing an assessment procedure, or in setting up an assess-
ment prograth, the construct validity of various techniques and prodedureS used
would be an: important consideration. For instance, in deciding whether or not the
leaderless group discussion technique should be used to assess managerial skills,
the available evidence relating to the construct validity of the leaderless group
dikussioit for that purpose should be examined.

Content validity is the fourth approach to validation and the most useful in the
present context. As a process, content validity involves a systematic examination
of the assessment procedure to determine whether it is designed to elicit behaviors
or indices that are relevant to the explicit standards established. Content validation
is almost always a judgmental process and should, if possible, be done by some-
one other than the expert responsible for devising the assessment procedure.
Ideally; several-experts would evaluate the procedure from the point of view of
representativeness and comprehensiveness. One approach to the content valida-
tion of an assessment procedure that may be helpful is first to develop a list of the
spetific objectives of an assessment. The content validity of a proposed assess-
ment procedure can then be evaluated by considering whether or not each of the
listed objectives is met. -

A more elaborate version of the same idea would involve also breaking up the
assessment procedure into modular components. The assessment of writing com-
petence, for example, might be assessed through three separate documents: (1) a
log in which the student.has recorded learning ,experiences resulting from a spon-
sored work program, (2) an essay treating a general topic broadly related to the
work experience, and (3) a report dealing with the history of an industry or profes-
sion closely related to the work experience.

A potential list of assessment objectives might include the evalulation of the
following specific areas:

vocabulary

grammar'

ability to compare and contrast

narration

dialogue

. use of footnotes

A two-way configuration, as shown in Figure 2. could then be used to evaluate the
content validity of the entire procedure. The entry in each cell could be a rating,
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reflecting how well a pen assessment component covers a given assessment
objective, or 'simply a check indicating whether or not a particular component
&Weis a certain objective. Use of this more elaborate procedure could be helpful in
two Wayt."First, breaking up the assessment procedure focuses attention on the
-aottialtostent of assessment and helps evaluators to avoid making unwarranted
assuMptiops'or inferences. Second, the ratings (or checks) can be summed both

liertiCally and horizontally. The vertical sums indicate how well each objective is
covered by thototal assessment procedure, and the honzontal sums indicate the
overall usefulness of each assessment component. Such information would be
pa- rtiCularly helpful in revising an assessment procedure. If certain critical objec-
Nis were not being met, the assessment procedure could be extended to include

,measurement -of those objectives. On the Other hand, some components of the
cOrrenVasseSsment.pro,ceduro might be shown as adding very little to the mea-
61.Jremerst.of objectives and could thuspe eliminated.

The_example given in Figure 2 showsthat competence in writing dialogue is
no.i Covered by any of the three methods. At this point a decision might be made to
include-a:fourth writing sample, such as a short story, which would allow the
itirdent,todemonStrate competence at writing dialogue. Breaking down the as-
sessment process in this way illustrateS how the method of content validation can
be used to evaluate and revise an assessment procedure before it is even used. If
certain critical objectives were not being covered by the assessment procedure,'it
could be changed or extended.

There is one additional type of validity often discussed by measurement ex-
,partsthis is lace validity, or the extent to whiCh Eh'e assessment procedure ap-
pears; on its face, to be measuring what it is supposed to measure. For example,
multiple-choice tests haVe been used to measure writing competence with consid-
erable success. The lace validity of a multiple-choice test is not especially good,
tlowever, because the task of choosing multiple-cnoice options does not appear to
be as highly related to writirigtcompetence as, say, writing an essay: In this c
the essay .voulcs have much better face validity than the multiple-choice test. As a
general rule-of-thUmb for, applied measurement, face validity is always desirable.
Assessment procedures lacking face validity will inevitably be questioned by stu-
dents, especially those who do poorly Assessments with high,face validity tend to
create a more positive atmosphere, which may, in fact, result .n more valid as-
sessments.

Any assessment procedure is only a sample of what a student has ac-
complished or can accomplish. In order to ensure.yalidity, it is the task of the
assessor to.make this sample as relevant and as representative as possible In
some cases the assessor may be limited as to degree of control over the sample of
performance or behavior. A product may be presented, for example, as an indica-
tion of a student's competence in some artistic or technical area. Even in this type
of case, however, assessment can be made more valid by taking into account the
context in which the product was created. Such assessments often use Interviews
as a way of gaining information about the context, and it is here that the assessor
can lend some structure to the process to ensure representativeness and rele-
4nce.
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figure 2
Example of a Two-way Table Used to Analyze Content Valluity

1

Assessment Objectives

Log

Eisay

Report

Adequacy of Content
for Each Objective

Overall
Ability to Usefulness

Compare & of Each
Vdcabulary Grammar Contrast Narration Dialogue Footnotes Component

2 2 1 3 0 0

3 i 3 3 0 0 0 it 9
3' 3 ' 2 0 0 3 11

8 8

.

6 3
, .

0 3

Rating Scale: "

3 Should provide information highly related to assessment octective
2 Should provide some information related to'assessment objective.

Should provide very limited information related to assessment objective.
0 Should provide no information related to assessment objective.
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'RELIABILITY OF ASSESSMENT

If validity describes how well an 'assessment procedure measures what it is sup-
posed to measure, then reliability can be said to describe how consistently an
assessment procedure measures what it is measuring.

-Intuitively, the notion that judgments should be made on a consistent and
reliable basis seems necessary from the point of view of fairness to the student. If
the same' individual is given widely varying assessments depending upon the
judge or assessment technique used, one would surely question the basic
-ecjuity of the assessment system. The implications that reliability of judgment has
for. the validity of judgment may not be as obvious, however. As a general rule,
judgments can be consistent without being valid, but judgments can never be valid
Without being consistent. Reliability is, in other words, a necessary but not suffi-
cient condition for validity.

WhatlFactorS Affect Reliability of Assessments?
9

It Is important to recognize three major components in the assessment process,
each of which can contribute to the unreliability of judgment: the task, the student,
and the assessor. First, there is the "task" or assessment situation itself. A good
illustration of an unreliable task is an oral test with only two or three questions.
Although iris unlikely that such a test would be used in practice, the probability of
getting an,accurate measure of competence from suco a test is extremely low
since the assessment result would probably depend heavily on chance factors
related to whether or not the questions happen to hit areas with which the student
is familiar*

The second major component of the assessment process that can contribute
to the error in the overall assessment is the student, or person being assessed.
Despite their lack of relevance to actual kn.)wledge or competence, short-term
changes in mood, physical fatigue, and shifts in anxiety level are some of the
factors that could cause students' performance to differ.

The final component is, of course, the assessor. The assessor brings a set of
idiosyncratic sta9dards, attitudes, and preferences that can lead to errors as-
sessment. For ek6mple, a rater with extremely harshIstendards will make a diner-
ent assessment from a rater with very lenient standards. It is this last component
that concerns us most directly. From the reseaich that has been done on the
consistency and accuracy with which assessors make judgments, a variety of
specific sources of error have been identified. Sorge of the more important sources
of error are as follows:'

1. Leniency or Harihness Error, Some assessors tend to make judgments that
are, on the average, much more favorable or more lenient than judgments made by
other assessors. Conversely; other assessors may make judgments that are con-
sistently more unfavorable than the judgments of other assessors. These errors
are sometimes referred to as leniency and harshness effects and are analogous to
the phenomenon that students in traditions: settir gs encounter in "easy" or "hard"

'graderi.

Example. Over a period of six months two professors both evaluate indepen.



dept reports submitted by 30 students seeking academic credit for a prior
teething experien6e. Professor A grants credit to 27 of the students, but Pro-

. feisor B grants credit.to only 8 students. The assessments are inconsistent
heCiuse Professor A clearly has more lenient standards than PrIfessor B.

5 57- EffitNit_ of Central Tendency. Many.assessors are reluctant to commit them-
selyes one way or the other and as a consequence tend to make most ratings near
the average or center of a scale. This type of error, often referred to as the error of
-central is particularly troublesome In situations where some discrimina-
tion among individuals in a group is needed. In the indridual assessment situation,
errors' of central tendency will result inelack of discrimination and lower reliability
and validity.,

Example. A panel assessment procedure involving four judges is used to
evaluate the_competence of five different students at piano. ThreA of the
Judges agree perfectly. and rate two of the students "below standard," two
"outstanding," and one "adequate." The fourth judge, who is less experi
ended, "played it safe" and rated all five students "adequate." In doing so, he
failed to disarieninaie among levels of student performance:

3. :filo Effect. In situations where a student is being assessed in several different
specific areas, a favorable overall impression may result in unjustifiably favorable
judgments in all areas. This type of error is often referred to as the "halo" effect
although the reverse can also occur. That is an unfavorable overall impression
can result in unjustifiably unfavorable judgments in specific areas.

Example. A highly articulate, personable student presents three short stories
for academic credit in English. Two professors evaluate the stories. Professor
A has known the student informally for about a year and considers her highly

'intelligent. Professor B has never met the student. Professor A judges the
stories to be of acceptable quality for credit, but Professor B does not. sOne
possible explanation fob the disagreement is that the halo effect caused Pro-
fessor A to rate thsustories too high.

4. !MI& Impressions. An arror similar to the halo effect can result,from the initial
impression an assessor nas of a student. In some situations it has been shown that
a-favorable or unfavorable initial impression will unjustifiably affect later judgments
of specific aspects of performance.

Example. A student about to be interviewed about his tra
ignores the assessor's outstretched hand avid takes a seat.
conducted, and the assessor decides not to award credit.
initial impression made by the student may have caused the
harder standards than'would usually be the case.

5. Stereotypes. Strongly neld attitudes or ballets can cause
error in judgment. A good example is the Judge who is influence
members of a particular class or group. It should be pointed
may be ,favorable or unfavorable to the student depen
stereotype held.
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Example. A 65-year-old wo an and a 25-year-old man both submit reports
based on similar work expen nce. Though the reports are equivalent in qual-
ity, the man is awarded more credit. The difference in judgments might have
been caused by stereotypes Id regarding cider women.

6. Contrast Effect. The quality of the student who was rated previously will often
affect judgment. An average studet may tend to receive lower than average
ratings if the previous student was outstanding and higher than average ratings if
the previous student was poor. This btype of error has been referred to as the
contrast effect:

Example. An assessor intermv,r.two students successively regarding similar
work experiences. The first student gives extremely evasive, vague answers
about the experience and seems generally unable to articulate any learning
outcomes. The second student describes the experience and states learning
adequately. The first student is judged to be "well below standard," but the
second student is judged "outstanding even though on an absolute basis the
interview performance was only adequate.

7. Similarity of Background. The degree of similarity between a judge and the
person being assessed with respect to background, attitudes, and ethnic group
has been shown to affect judgments, with greater similarity tending to produce
more favorable judgments.

Example. Two students, one black and one white, are both interviewed by
one black and one white assessor. The black assessor rates the black student
"outstanding" and the white student 'average. The white assessor rater the
black student "average" and the white student 'outstanding." The discrep-
ancy might he explained by the similarity or difference between assessors and
students.

In addition to these specific classes of errors, other factors can affect the
consistency and accuracy of judgment. It has been shown empirically and dem-
onstrated theoretically, for example, that the average of several assessors' ratings
is more reliable than the ratings of one assessor. This seems to make sense
intuitively when the various sources of error described above are considered. Most
of these are idiosyncratic or unique for a given assessor The advantage of having
several assessors or judges is that many of these errors will cancel each other out
and thus produce more accurate or reliable ratings.

Another source of error may be found in the transition from observation to
judgment, particularly if no systematic recording system has been used. Some
studies have shown. for example, that an assessor's ability to recall specific infor-
mation from an unstructured interview is often quite poor. Judgments may as a
consequence be based on erroneous or irrelevant information.

Reducing Error

Error in an assessment process can never be completely eliminated, but research
has shown that errors can be reduced. Most of the errors described above become

16
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less serious as criterion standards become more explicit and objectively defined.
The explicit definitions help to focus the assessor's attention on the specific com-
petenbe being assessed and help to reduce conjecture and inference that may be
Wised on irrelevarA factors. A,techniquelhat can go a long way toward improving
assessment, if used correctly, is to provide assessors with devices to aid observa-
tion; such as rating scales or checklists. Rating scales, if properly constructed,can
serve both as a translation of criterion standards into objective behavioral terms
and as systematic aid in recording observations. A rating scale will only be
worthwhile, hoWever, to the extent that it helps clarify the criterion standards and
focuses the attention of the assessor on specific, relevant evidence.

Figure 3
Example of an Overly General. Rating Scale

OUTSTANDING

[AVERAGE I

I POOR

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

A very general rating scale such as that presented in Figure 3 will clearly not
accomplish these purposes. The terms outstanding, average," and poor' are
too general and unrelated to criterion standards to be of much help. A more usefui
approach is presented in Figure 4. Here the points of the scale, particularly the
critical points, have been anchored by clear verbal descriptions related to the
criterion standards described earlier in Figure 1. In addition, tuaha :oral exampfes
help, to define the scale more fully. Rating scales of this type are referied to as
behaviorally-anchored rating scales and can be developed in situations where
criterion standards are explicitly defined.? The general definitions on the right hand
side of this scale should follow directly from the established critenon standards.
Specific behaviors should be generated and scaled by experts in the relevant
subject-matter area. Behaviorally-anchored rating scales can be quite useful
where relatively complex performance is being observed. as in a group discussion.

to good Cie3actOn of hOw b cortstiwt balm. it .t rating st.axts us,. co lamp n P Sawn an0 6 la hecklail.
iletranSiltdOn Expwaatcas: pp 14955
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Fiore 4
A Behaviorally-anchored Scale for Writing Competence
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Id be to ensure that assessors are operating within a sxinenon framework of
vale and criteria.

EVALUATION OF ASSESSMENT

The periatfic evaluation of assessment should be a permanent Nature of any
assessment program, but evaluation of assessment procedures should also be
made whenever a new procedure is developed or revised In all cases a staff
memboy or consultant with some expertise in educational and psychoogscat mea
surement should monitor the evaluation. tt this .s not possexe, books such as these
referenced at the end of this chapter should be consulted. Following era examples
Of some appcoaches that might be taxer. to the estimatiee at reliability and validity
of assessment.

Assessing Reliability of Assessment

1. Reliability of Overall Assessment Procedure. As stated earlier. inconsistency,
or error in the assessment process can arise fron, the assessor, the student, or the
assessment task or situation: Before attempting to separate these separate
sauces of error. an evaluation should be made of the tenability of ..le overall
assessment procedure rehabibty adequate. .1 may not be necessary to investi-
gate sources of error

The key to reliability estimation .s in obtaining two or more independent as-
sessments for a sample of students Te be :enable the extent of agreement among
independent assessments should be high Obtaining indeponde. : assessments
might be relatively easy for products er written material, but can be quite expensive
for Interviews or performance assessment, An interview or performance would
have to bo repeated with a different expert or set of experts to obtain independent
judgments Although difficult. it is usually possibre to carry out such procedures on
an experimental basis A iandore sample ul students round be interviewed twice by
different assessors. for example It s important to keep in mind that the entire
assessment procedure must be repeated independently in order to obtain an accu-
rate estimate of assessment lesiabley A product, for exampse, might be assessed
by first interviewing a student for background .rformation and then making a judg-
ment Both the interview and the judgment shauid be done independently by a
second expert it reliability of the entire fxoce ure is to be estimated

2. Reltabillty of Judges. Ir .xder to estimate the meat:arty of acts potenbei source
of error, it is necessary to hold the other sources constant insane way Thus. the
reliability of judges car. be assessed un.y .t the sources of error due to students and
the task CAM be controlled Rellablbly of juidgments obtained from interviews can be
estimated by ha AN two or more nudges present during the same interview, or by
having different Judges meow assessments of the same set of taped or videotaped
interviews Similar procedures could be used for performance assessment For
products and written malaria.. a ire: et sample materiess could be evacuated by
different judges V. vie interviews are emoioyed as an acnersct. transcripts or
recordings of the inter. ews could be made available to the judges
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3. Task Reliability. In situations where a structured task is involved, it is often

pcSsible to estimate thareliagfity of the task, apart from other sources of error

With sortie assessment preceo...tesit may be possible to separate a given parlor-

1panee,,interview, or simulation task into "parallel" partsparts of equal difficulty

thatmeasure approximatelythe same things. A high degree of agreement between

scores or judgments formed on the basis of performance of the two parallel parts

would indicate gpod internal consistency of the assessment procedure This might

be.done, for example, with a performance test consisting of two separately timed

Parallel parte-

4. tioliebillty of Student Performance. Estimating reliability of student perfor-

mance -is. perhaps the most difficult source of error to Isolate since it requires
obtaining'sampies of performance, products, or written material on two or more
.Separate occasions, It may be quite difficult to keep the different assessments
independent in the sense required Students may repeat aspects of a performance

Pr answers to a series of question' because they remember their behavior on the

previous occasions, or it may simply be inappropriate to repeat the same interview

or performance assessment. Because of this type of problem, it is often necessary

to resort to parallel tasks and to design a study that separates error dub to student
'unreliability from error due to task unreliability A problem is also encountered with
products,and written material, particularly where one unique item is being asses-

sed.,It may not be possible for the student to "repeat' the performance, in any true

sense. Although assessment error due to student unreliability is often difficult to

assess, it is also probably less troublesome than judge or task reliability

5. Separating Sources of Error Statistically. In special cases it may be possible

to separate sources of unreliability and identify the magnitude of error in each

source. Normally, this would require a very carefully planned experiment in which
students, judges, and subtasks are sampled on a systematic basis A statistical

procedure, known as analysis of variance, can then be used to break up and
isolate the sources of error in assessment. An expert with a thorough knowledge of

experimental design and statistics should be involved in the planning of such an

experiment.

Assessing the Validity of Assessment

Evaluating the validity of an assessment procedure also requires the establish-

ment of special experiments or data collection procedures In one sense, validation

can be thobgnt of as a verification process in that the results of assessment are
venfied with information relating to the competence or knowledge measured

Following are some examples of approaches to validating assessment proce-

dures.

1. Predictive Valldtty, in cases where credit is assigned for a prerequisite, it may

be -possible to design an experiment where students would be rated as to mei,

readiness for taking an advanced course by a given assessment procedure For

experimental purposes a sample of students could be allowed to enter the ad-
vanced course regardless of the rating they obtained in the assessment The
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;assessment ratings could then be correlated with advanced course performance.

2.1colicurrent Validity. It would be possible to choose a sample of students
ranging_ considerably in documented leaming experiences in a given area. An
aisessmenprocedure could then be used to measure the learning or competence
of each student without making this evidence available to the judges. The results of
the assessments could then be compared with the documented evidence. This
method might be appropriate for an oral test or a performance test and would be
particUlarly appropriate for product assessment. It would clearly not be appropriate
for an interview, when one of the functions of the interview is obtaining information
about leitming- experiences.

3.'Content Validity. An empirical approach to content validity can be taken by
haVing two independent teams of experts devise an assessment procedure given
the same set Of initial criterion standards. A sample of students could then be
assessed with each procedure, and the overall assessments obt:ned with each
procedure could be related. A high relationship would indicate content validity for
both procedures.

.4. Special Investigations of Accuracy. For some procedures, such as inter-
views, it may normally be very expensive to check into the accuracy of all the
information obtained from a student during an assessment interview. However, it
would be possible on an experimental basis to use extensive checking procedures
and thereby obtain an estimate of the accuracy of information obtained during the
interview.

Judgmental Assessment of Assessment

In order for assessment to be judged without conducting an actuat experimental
Study, it is first necessary that a very careful documentation be made of the entire
assessment process Whether the procedure is a highly structured performance
test or an unstructured interview, this documentation means that criterion stan-
dards should be written out, a plan for evaluation should be explicitly written, and
'-ow the plan for evaluation relates to the criterion standards should be made
explicit For interviews and iserformance assessment, electronic recording plus
"some written rer rd of observation should be made. Finally, the assessor should
state how the decision or final overall judgment relates to the observations and
criterion standards Given such a systematic record of an assessment procedure, it
is possible to have several experts judgmentally assess the internal consistency of
the assessment and the relevance of the final judgment. The experts assessing the
assessment should include at least one expert in the content area aiiu at least one
expert in measurement.

RECOMMENDED BASIC STEPS FOR CONDUCTING ASSESSMENTS

What follows is an attempt to summarize in a general way a set of basic steps for
improving assessment applicable at different levels to any assessment situation. In
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developing, reyi§ing, and.monitoring an, assessment procedure, it will be neces-
sary to involve several different points of viewthat of the expert in a specific
substantive area, thatof the expert in the methods and problems of assessment,
and that of the students who will be assessed.

1. Establish clear criterion standards. This should be done in explicit, observ-
able terms that have a clear meaning for both the assessor and the stu-
dent.

a. Begin with general definitions of competence Or learning that can be
applied to all fields.

7-4 -ciefine specific learning outcomes that should be assessed.
'c. Write definitions that can be specifically applied to the area of learning

in which the student is seeking credit.
d. Identify critical behaviors or indices that relate to different levels of

competence or teaming. This is particularly important when the as-
sessment ,can lead to varying numbers of credits.

2. Select and structure an assessment procedure that will elicit a sample of
observable behaviors, indices, or other evidence representative of the
criterion standards.

a. First determine whether the proposed assessment procedure is content
valid. Use a systematic approach (such as that illustrated in Figure 2).

b. Revise and extend the procedure as necessary to ensure that all impor-
tant objectives are covered.

3. Plan the administration of assessment.

a. If more than one assessment task or modular component is used, the
order in which these components are administered should be specified.

b. Make sure that instructions for both students and assessors are clear.

c. Make sure that provisions are made for the required space, time, and
equipment.

d. Choose assessors carefully and make sure that they understand the
procedures fully.

e. Provide for recording of observations electronically, through rating
scales,'checklists, or detailed note-taking.

f. If possible, try out the assessment method with one or more students.
The tryout could involve an actual student or could utilize roleplaying
techniques.

g. Based on the tryout, revise and make final procedures for administra-
tion.

4. Ensure that judgments are based on what has been observed.

a. Try to have at least two assessors.

b. Familiarize assessors with common types of errors made in assess-
ment.

c. Provide assessors with observational aids such as rating scales or
checklists.
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\d.' Establish the requirement theta assessors describe in a brief Written

report the observations they made and how those observations relate to
their assessment of the student's competence or learning.

5. Record and report the results of assessment.

a. Scores should be reriorted inspermaneot records, including student rec-
ords and those designed for dela collection, research, and reporting

b. Set up procedures for reporting and interpreting test results to students,
whicti would inc(ude:.

(1) a written report to the student containing score interpretations.
(2) an interview covering interpretation, diagnosis of learning problems,

and sugOstions for further study or practice on performance skills.

6. Monitor assessment procedures.

a. Detailed records and rPports can serve. as fripts for evaluating the
effectiveneis of assessment. Someone with methodological experience
and expertise in assessment should periodically monitor such records
to determine whether problems exist and,, if so, what can be done to
correct them.

b. A second monitoring procedure would involve having a methodological
expert directly observe assessments. Direct',observation may suggest
problems not discernible through written reports.

c. A more elaborate procedure for monitoring essessment would involve
conducting empirical studies of reliability and-validity, such as those
saggested in the preceding section.
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The Interview and Related Procedures

Judith Pendergrass, Jane Porter Stutz, and Richard Reilly

Of the four specific techniques discussed in this Handbook, the interview and its
variants are perhaps the most commonly used for the assessment of experiential
learning.

When an-interview. or, for that matter, any measurement technique is part of
the assessment process, its exact functions depend upon the institution where it is
to be used and can be consideied only in the context of institutional goals. Thus,
the purpose of an assessment interview at one college may be quite different from
the purpose of a similar interview at another institution. Similarly, the suggestions
offered later in this chapter for conducting an interview or other assessment will be
applicable at some institutions and not others, and within a single institution in
some situations and not others. It is not the intention of this chapter to dictate what
the purpose of an assessment technique should be, but rather to describe some
functions that such assessment might serve and to provide some common-sense
hints that may prove useful in assessment. It must be left to an individual institution
to determine what is appropriate in its particutar case.

FUNCTIONS OF THE INTERVIEW

Some functions of interviews that relate to but do not actually constitute dszess-
ment are

obtaining information

communicating information

influencing or changing behavior
diagnosing problems

verifying documentation

For example, the exploratory interview is often used at institutic that credit
experiential learning to gather information about a student's background, interests,
goals, etc , from which options can be suggested that the student may follow. In
this type of situation the Interviewer may be said in some vagu senr, to be
"assessing" the student, but such an interview does not constitute assessment in
the sense of measuring a specific learning outcome in terms of what it is worth
toward a college degree The exploratory interview can be considered one type of
"counseling interview," and interviews of this sort in which progress is discussed
and options ,suggestedmay be employed throughout the student's college
career Counseling interviews may also be used to prepare a student for a panel
interview or other assessment or in some way to influence a student's behavior.

A very common use of the interview is 'erification of documentation, which is
not assessment in the strict sense. If, for example, a student brings in a letter of
reference, the interviewer usually asks some questions about theexperience refer-
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red to In the letter. in this case, there is no product or performance to be assessed
directly;,there is merely description.

interviaWin.i for diagnostic purposesis also common in education. Ono exam-

., pie is the holistic interview conducted to determine wi ether there are gaps in a
shidents.education. A counseling interview that results in recommendations for
hind:Slope Is Alen, in a sense, diagnostic.

In terms of assessment through oral, procedures --the focus of this chapter
the IntervieW functions suggested so far are secondary. The primary function of an
assessment interview is to obtain information or evidence so that a well-informed
judgMent can be made regarding a student's Competence or knowledge. An oral
prOcedure maybe used to assess knowledge or skills directly, as in an orq
,nation; or to suPplement another means of assessment, as in the case in *hich an
interview provides background and context for assessment of a product such as a
short story or-a musical composition.

PAeny of the hundreds of research studies that have been done over the years
have concluded that interviews, particularly unstructured interviews, lack reliability
and validity. It is encouraging to note, therefore, that the CAEL validations study of
assessment interviews reported both reliability and validity at,acceptable levels. In
5!lek this study found that there was svbstantiatagreement (reliability) between an
interviewer's and an observer's judgments of an interviewee's counseling compe-

-;- tense. Moreover, there was a significant relationship (validity) between assess-
ments made with the interview and independent assessments made with a role-

, playing technique. These results provide perhaps the first systematic research
evidence to support the use of interviews to assess experiential learning.

TYPES OF ASSESSMENT INTERVIEWS2

An interview can be defined as an oral exchange between two or more people that
differs from an ordinary conversation in that there is some structure, there is a goal
or purpose, and the roles of the participants are'clearly defined. Four more or less
distinct types of assessment interviews can be identified: the oral examination, the

one-to-one.interview, the panel interview, and the leaderless group discussion,
within each of which a range of structure is possible.

In each case, a detailed schedule may be drawn up for conducting the as-
sessment, or a list of discussion topics may be used. Many institutions Utilizing,

these techniques employ the whole range, determining the amount of structure
necessary on the basis of the knowledge to be measured, the evaluator's wishes,

and the skills of the individual student. Consequently, variation in specificity of

detail exists among the four types of interview techniques as well as in the ways
.,that institutions design them for the evaluation of a particular competence.

Oral Examination. An oral examination is an interview, usually highly structured,
in which questions are planned in advance and relate directly to the competence
being assessed. Often preset standards determine the assessment decision re-

'See Warren W. Willingham and Associates. The CAEL Vabdation Report. Chapter IV.

Foranotherdscuss.on of types of irdenoews used for assessment. see A CorWpenthum Of Assessment TeLl woes by Joan

Kupp and Mao' Sharon
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gardingHlhe-the competence. Oral examinations are used in fields like
:medicine toidaiermine -certification and- licensing, and in fields.like counseling,
Aithere interpersonal competence is assessed; The oral examination is a relatively
,ofieCtiVedemOnitiation of competence or knowledge. It provides an oPportUnity
for -the exerniner(sYto -ask for clarification or' justification, or to judge the manner
and content ofthe reply to a direct question, *and it has great potential for use in

,conjuniiimiwith,performance testing. The major disadvantage of the oral exam is
That it is tirne.cOnsuming and costly (compared to-a,group paper- and - pencil

.OM -to-OM Interview. When one interviewer questions one student, thi). inter-
fyieWer can devote full attention to a single individual and can, in some cases, adapt
the qthieflorind.(stYle, technique; and content)°accordingly. There is a range of
strUott.re 'in one-to-one interviews. A very structured interview. makes Use of a
:'sCheduie";,a list of specific'questions to be asked in a predetermined order. in a
OrnietructieeCiriterview, the, interviewer knows exactly what information is re-

.. Outred but Varies the wording and sequence of questions for maximum effective-
ness with Individual.. students._ In the least structured one-to-one interview, the
interviewer determines in advance the areas or topics to be covered but varies the

,questIona 'with-the specific situation. Since- interviews are- dependent.to some
extent, upon-personality, they are less reliable than other forms of assessment;
obviously.stiuctured interviews are more reliable than unstructured Interviews. An
advantage of the one-to-one interview is that it may require relatively little prepare-

. thin compared with other procedures. The disadvantages are, again, the cost and
thetimerequired. Many experiential learning situations, ranging from foreign travel
to volunteer community work, lend themselves to assessment by one-to-one inter-
views

iiartelinterview. In a pan& interview, several interviewers,question a single stu-
dent during one session. This is, of course, less time-consuming for the inter-
viewee than being interviewed by each examiner separately, and the interviewers
can benefit collectively from each other's questions and group discussioh. The
panel interview can also serve as a simulation of a situation where the individual
'must account to a group. On the other hand, Ole panel interview Is subject to
"contamination"; i.e., interviewers' comments and questions may influence each
other's views and lead them to a different evaluation from one that they would have
arrived at individually, The panel members also need to take care that the interview
does not become a "trial by jury." Finally, the pan& interview may be especially
anxiety-producing for the student; alth ugh this maybe an advantage if the compe-
tence to be assessed involves ability t act or think Linder stress, normally students
can be assessed best if they are at eas ;

Leaderless Group discussion. In this type of oral assessment several
examinees are asked as a group to carry on a discUssion while the examiner(s)
observe. No leader.is appointed, and the examiners 'do not enter the discussion.
The leaderless group discussion (LGD) is often used to assess competonces
related to leadership skills. As with other oral techrilques, there is a range of
structure possible within LDGs. At one extreme, a very general topic may be
presented for discussion, at the other extreme, each participant may be given
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detailed background information and asked to play a specific role. The advantages
of the LGD are that it can elicit a type of interpersonal behavior with peers that is
not readilymbservable in other formats, and it can provide a direct learning experi-
ence and feedback for the student. The disadvantages are that the-amount of
structure that can beimposed is limited, and as a result the validity and reliability
are also limited. Furthermore, several assessors are needed.

DEVELOPING THE INTERVIEW

Key Steps

This section offers, specific recommendations for the development of the interview
itself.3 In'each case, the recommendations are fairly elaborate and assume exten-
sr*resoUrces, in terms of personnel and time. It is recognized, however, that
resources are often quite limited and that it may not always be desirable or feasible
to carry out all of the steps. Each of the suggested steps will usually have to be
considered in light of the assessment problem and the existing resources. Carrying
b-tit-ell of the steps would be espeCially desirable for assessment situations that are
likely to be repeated many times.

1. Establish Criterion Standards and Determine Appropriate Levels. The first
two steps in the development of an assessment interview are common to each of
the specific procedures and essentially involve the establishing of criterion stan-
dards discussed in Chapter II. Thais, the experts should first determine the levels
of competence in the specific area to be assessed, by writing fairly objective defini-
tions (as in Figure 1) and then, as a second step, should define those levels in
objective observable terms. These two steps will then guide the development of
the complete interview.

2. Develop the Content. Once criterion standards have been established and
explicitly defined, the interview schedule itself should be drawn up Questiors
should be designed so that they are directly related to the criterion standards A
representative sampling of questions should be developed to cover the subject
matter. Questions may be of varying difficulty and should be arranged,,systemat
icatly, such as moving from the easier to the more difficult ones.

3. Develop Observational and Recording Procedures. A procedure for record-
ing and rating students responSes must be developed in advance of the adminis-
tration of the procedure. A rating scale or checklist, with space provided for corn
ments, may prove to be most useful. The ,se of such a recording instrument is
especially important in a leaderle:,s group discussion. Behaviorally anchored rat-
mg scales, such as the one presented in Figure 4, could be developed or checklists
of behaviors could be prepared. In each case, the rating scale should be closely
tied to the criterion standards.

*Of 8 &AMA'S() ial5Q155,011 of at V01088119 en InterIeW kn assessmy rneipetSvrai arwis $00 Paul Breen, ThUrea5 r Defer.

and Urban Whitaker. reacfang and AS30$$Mg interposonai Compererko A GAEL Handbook. Chapter Vit
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. 4.,Tiyoul; Eialuation, and Revision. All questions, materials, and rating scales
Should be_tried out with a small sample of students and more than one judge. This

to be cleared up and unnecessary questions dropped. Of
.Course, as has been mentioned, an elaborate try-out procedure may be impossi-
ble. In:general; hoWevermome_attempt should be made to determine if the as-

-sessfnent process elicits responses that are adequate as well as relevant to the
criterion standards.;

S. 0. 101 mint of Final Products. A final set of questions or discussion topics,
guidelines for;adrhinistration, and a recording form should be produced. In the case
of a leaderless group discussion, a set of background materials for students should
btin uded.

;Designing The Interview Schedule

Establishing Content and Criterion Standards. First, the persons responsible
for degigning the schedule must determine the categories of knowledge and Skiff
,fundamental to the area of learning to be assessed. In some institutions several
consultants in the field may aid in this process, and the responsibility for complet-
ing the schedule itself may be given to a member of a special assess-
ment staff or to another faculty member. This approach is particularly'common in
cases- in which rather structured schedules are being developed or several
evaluators will be using a particular schedule over a period of time.

For example, In developing the interview for measuring leadership skill for at
volunteer organization (included at the end of this chapter), consultants identified
twelve such categories. Although these categories differ somewhat in scope, eaik
is actually composed of several facets, and it is important that the questions used
within the interview be designed to cover some but not necessarily all of the
subcomponents in each of the categories. Although there are not required answers
that are necessary to demonstrate competence in the area, the student should
possess two abilities that cut across all twelve subjects. These are the ability to
analyze behviors and the reasons for them and the ability to compare organize-
ticins and activities in order to determine the generalizability of the knowledge
gained. It is important to note at this point that such an interview is designed not to
validate the student's participation int set of experiences, but rather to assess the
outcomes of those experiences.

Following agreement on the basic categories of knowledge and skills, a
specific set of criterion standards as derived that will later serve as the b&4 is of a
rating scale to be used during the administration of the interview itself. For exam-
ple, consultants .derived the following standards for leadership competence in
volunteer organizations. A student should:

1. Understand and apply the goal - setting proces. , understand the organiza-
tion's goals and evaluate them in setting priorities. - .-

2. Understand and apply the processes of organizing new organizations and
maintaining established ones, evaluate similarities and differences be-
tween the two types of processes.

3. Understand the structure of the organization and apply this knowledge by
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analyzing and maintaining the relationship between the structure al the

organization's goats and central identity.

4. Understand the use of a constitution and its effects on the directions taken
by the organization; understand most provisions of this organization's
constitution, if any.

5. Understand own leadership style and skills and apply this knowledge in a
variety of situations 'within the organization; and evaluate outcomes.

6. Understand the organization's sources of revenue and fiscal manage-
ment processes; apply this knowledge in determining and evaluating al-
temate sources of revenue and accompanying management techniques,

7. Understand the rote of various types of communications in performing
. leadership functions and apply this knowledge in--analyzing their varia-

,tions in different organizations; evaluate own use of communications
skills.in relation to a specific organization.

8. Understand, apply, and evaluate the value and techniques of using public
communications,media in achieving an organization's goals.

9. Understand a variety of sources of information and community resources
and apply this knowledge in locating and evaluating them in order to
complete a task.

10. Understand sources of decision making extemal to the organization and
apply this understanding by analyzing the relationship established be-
tween them and the, organization.

11. Understand the civic arenas in which volunteer organizations may oper-
ate and apply this knowledge by analyzing the arena in which this organi-
zation operated and one's own role in being responsive to that arena.

12. Understand and apply the techniques of supervising volunteer and paid
staffs. -

Determining Appropriateness of Interview Technique. The next step is to de-
cide whether the interview is an appropriate assessment technique for melasunng
a particular body of knowledge. This determination should be made in light of the
criterion standards that have been established: An interview alone may be
adequate to assess the competence, though in some cases an additional method,
such as a product assessment, should be used.

The interview is especially useful in measuring knowledge of leadership
techniques because problem-solving situations may be posed to determine the
generalizability of the knowledge. The interview also allows the assessor to 'acus
the interview on special areas of competence as they surface during the course of
the interview. Frequently the specific direction cannot be fully anticipated before
the interviewer and student become acquainted and the interviewer becomes more
fully informed of the student's experiences.

Furthermore, the affective dimension of the competence area is a significant
one to measure since it frequently plays a substantial role in determining the
direction that a leader of an organization chooses to take and the result of his or
her endeavors. The interview is part,cularly effective in evaluating a student's
values and attitudes
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DeieloPing:01 Question" Series. -Next a sot of questionsthe interview
--sclieduler4edrawn up lor useln measuring the knowledge and skill being claimed
= by the student. Using a'semewhat structured schedule aids In achieving consis-
tency among the interviewers who will be assessing the competence. It also pro-
rnotei more thorough coverage of the subject as well as similar treatment of all
'students claiming this knowledge. In many cases time and cost prohibit the de--

-velppment of a complete Whedule.
- developing the schedule it is essential to work within the confines dictated

byitio: dire:1er standards. Each category should also be covered thoroughly,
although it is not necessary to separate questions by categories of knowledge. It
rn,ayi sometimes be preferable to design questions that touch on several compo-
PeTts atende. This has the advantage of allowing the student to demonstrate
understanding of the relationships among various facets of the competence.

-Following the development of the schedule, a :Ming wale should be designed
that is based oh the criterion standards as well as.the schedule itself. An example
is_inclirded at the end of this chapter. The scale sliould be easy to complete and
useful inNnaking final credit recommendations. Space should be allowed for corn-,' Monti.

Key Questions for Use In Interviewing. The folloviing types of questions may
prove particularly appropriate for measuring experiential teaming: In general these
questions emphasize the importance of the student's articulation of the knowledge
she Or he has gained. Though similar questions could well be used for evaluating
more classic academic areas. adjustments should be made In order to whet fewer
personal perspectives and more specific information. In this case the range of
acceptable responses would not be as great. Questions may require the student
to:

1. Recall activities and evaluate their priority and value.
2_ Analyze issues In a given dimension and evaluate his or her ability to deal

with them.

3. Draw comparisons among experiences.

4 Use hypothetical situations to demonstrate problem-solving skin within a
given context.

5 Identify bends or systematic changes in his or her actions as well as the
reason for them.

6 Analyze his or her own strengths and weaknesses with regard to specific
situation's or sets of behavior.

7, Analyze his or her basic operating style.
8. Identify theories that are consciously being applied

Reviewing for Content' Validity. Fint.:11;r. ti triter..:ew schedule should be
examined for content validity, ideally by the consultants who first served in its
formation as well as by other experts In the area. This allows the institution to
check to be sure that the judgments of the initial subier-t-maher experts have been
maintained It is also beneficial to test the instrument with persons who have fresh
perspectives In many cases the interviewer will be the sole sur -/ct-matter expert
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frardived in dosigmng att4 admirustenng the schedule ftuf 7 ,s 5101 er1051 desirable to

bat another POISOn exPenonced un the field review the SChedule betOre is put

l.°110 frequent use

CONDUCTING THE INTERVIEW

Pieparation

The Prst step rn prepanng tor an assessment interview the identification or the

assessor. kteally, the intervorirer should have expert knowledge If the field asweti

as Wilerviewing experience Some instituttons use a pair or a team at interviewers

in which both stqacr-rnattut expertise and intervieviing stuns are represented Uf

COW S% the "icleitt situation nor usualty at hand. but the person who conducts

the interview shouid in any case be cooperative. Itexibki. tolerant ot different kinds

ai unlgue;exparrehCes, and Yntsnia 40 use guideLnes (For suggestions on Identify.

Mg people With suajeCt.matter expertise. see Chapter I
Poor to the mien qv, (matt, it is desirable for the interviewer and the assessee

to Meet each other, or if Mat Is not possible. to talk on the telephone The baste

purpose at this conversation qt to famillanze the assessor with the student's woe

Dan and to give the student an ovvvievi of what can be expected during the

assessment In adtktion cnterion standards can be agreed upon at this time and

the areas to be covered can be exptarneil so trot the student can reflect on topics

he or she voshtrs to inciarde in responses This approach often produces mere

thorough answers while reserving the elements of fresh investigation and analysis

of knew odgo tor tilt interview ;melt Some interviewers also choose to discuss the

rating 5-110 This theetin0 Wive the interview gives the assessor and the student

a chance to become acquai,4ed. 11 only briefly and can serve to traduce the

students anxiety at the 1rnv of the assessment At Irks time the *malts of time

pule°. and !arson of the. interview can also be finalized

Prurriteraew preparation tne assessor .nvotves ptann,ng the interwew and

adjusting the interview schedule to the panic:War student s situation For exempt

rn the'Carse of the leadership competence soneouie discussed earlier the pnnc,Pai

ongentzalson(s) in wmch the student has participated ShOulct be reftected through-

out the interview This may necessitate the addition Of some specitc terms or

intormaticrt to some ot the questions 'Thus prototype was designed with the under

standing 41 the stuclerit *curd be asked to draw conclusions most heavily from

-the prfnu,pal organization in which he Czr the had taken a leedershiP role, but that

incorporation of cuipenemos from otttor organ,:apons if any were epooebie

wor.act be encouraged The student would also be urged to hypothewe regarding

Cirtar Situatieri5 based on knowtee, Iris :Ines oroanizabort in wfvel ho or she

had participated extensivety
in administering a prototype interview it may be necessary to eliminate some

ftems Mal ate r'44 appropriate to the (IXpafiertCeS of the student On:Pousty there is

a sate varoly among Students learning experiences aril the soec,l+c ,11s derived

from those expenencei In order to be most useful as an asSeSSM*!ni technique

tne Interd)CW schedule must then rehecf the peculiar set o' Anowtedoe and Skills

theltile Student ennv en thy, ritowvety .11u-7yr:twee the core cigar .j established by

the instrfution IQ ba warnin9 or compolefx.e within fr)13 area should
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remain constant among venous students. Consequently. the basic interview
schedule and components of the competence area should aiso remain relativery
constant.

Some Practical Suggestions

A number of handbooks and manuals have been written on how to interview,
particularly In the area of employment interviewing. Severa, of them are inciuded in
the bibliography at the end of this chapter. This section presents those helpfui
tante:that apply particularly to assessment interviews. There is nothing esoteric or
even technical about these suggestions. most of them are merely cotnmon-sense
Ideas. but awareness of them can impiove the effectiveness of the hem**

Interviews or other oral assessment procedures of any sort are best con-
ducted in p,ivacy with as few interruptions and distractions as possible It is a good
idea to find a room where voie_s cannot be overheard and Co arrange to have no
phone calls or visitors during the course of the assessment The interviewer should
be sure to arrive on time and come prepared wilt. copie, of both the interview
schedule and the rating scale so that the grid can be fitted out as soon as the
interview is completed a panes .s .evolved. copies should be provided for each
member When feasible .1 can be heiplui to conduct practice interviews and to
complete practice rating forms before conducting a real interview

The first few minute's of als: Aterview or oral examination are important be-
cause they set the tone for at that follows The student witi be able to demonstrate
competence best d he or she .s at ease. and the interviewer can help by creating as
refaxpd and pleasant ar atmosphere as possible This can be accomplished Dy

greeting the student pleasantly and giving the distinct .rnpression that it will De easy
to tAlk with one another Some rritinuais suggest a few minutes at small talk to
help reduce ''`a student s anxiety The interviewer Should have the flexibility
necessary to adjust the schecluie to his 4.1( her own style as well as to the student s
Such adjustments necessary for rriaJr..ilining a smooth how within the interviewing
process as well as a comfortable situativ, for the student This, in turn, IS essentlai
in older to maximize the effectiveness a d eifiutini..y of tne assessment technique
It is also important to ciatty during the, '.ist few minutes how long the interview wiii
last, what will be covered, and whet is expected Although this giuund may have
been covered in a preinter view ctinversatiol as mentioned eanier, it is a good idea
to reviow this information at the start of the actual interview

An important aspect of the interview or oral exam, and one which is often
ignored, is how to ask quest %' so that the student has maximum opportunity to
demonstrate knowledge competence v. uut cues from the interviewer The fol.
lowing suggestions may Prove useful in thi :lard

Choose positive wording
Beginning with the first guestior establish the pattern of the student s
doing most of the talking
Make use of the calculated pause f yOu con I say anything, the student
will often elaborate

When possible, use a comment instead o a Question Try to keep the
interview from looking Wie a cross-examination
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Phrase questions carefully so that they are clearly understandable, so that
-you don't:suggest the answer you're looking for, and so that you don't
caUse_the-student to.lose face.
Always have a clear purpose in mind when you ask a question. I e . don't
asic..unnecessary questions.

Use- eximples to help elicit more complete responses, Many students
need that additional assistance in developing a framework or context
within which to place their answers. Such examples may be included in the
original outline or added for the particular situation.

..AlthoUglta_tirrte limit is usually set for the interview as a whole, it is not
.necessary to spend a specific amount of time on each section Such flexibi' ty
allows the interviewer freedom to direct the questions in such a way as to elicit the
4retitestamount of information possible in those areaa of greatest competence
and to choose those questions rr. each category that are especially appropriate to
the particular student's own expenences, Consequently, some questions included
in the original schedule may not be used during the actual administration Adjust-
ments may also be made in specific questions to make them appropriate to the
student's level of sophistication in each category of knowledge

Questions can be used to remind the student of omitted parts of earlier re-
sponses, to get further information or probe more deeply, or to clarify the meaning
of earlier remarks. It is the responsibility of the interviewer to help the student to be
as definitive and specific as possible and to ....anfy ambiguous responses Check
ing on answers that are unclear to the interviewer is important, but it should be
done without the use of leading questions that reveal the desired reply

Another important element in the interview situation is control. The interviewer
needs to maintain control of the interview in order to utilize time efficiently and
economically and to insure proper balance and adequate coverage :` each area

Control can be maintained by.

Being systematic--for example, by following an interview schedule care-
fully.

Exhausting one area before going on to the next (if you find you have
forgotten something, do not interrupt and go back in the midCle or another
area).
Pacing the interview. allowing enough time. not dawdling.
Avoid awkward pauses. although calculated pauses can be used judi-
ciously.
Focusing attention on the issues in question
Pushing the student along with a question et he or she goes into too much
irrelevant detail or gets off the track Anticipate the point where you can
interrupt, and do it with what Fear' calls lubrication, i,e , positive com-

ments.

The interviewer c.an turthei rieip the student by being responsive, for example,
by really listening, by showing that he or she .s really listening ;b., nodding. saying

'Reload A kat The p '4
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1,.,see,"\etc.); by making use of facial expressions, iptop4gestures, postures,
by giving frequent "pats on the back" or supportivicarrentkAlthough it may

kit7; necessary544 to tell the student that an answer is wrong, one ihould-avoid letting
"interview degenerateegenerate into an argument. Tthis,supportiveness generally results

1 7-',1-rn a niOre comdrehensive response from the student and consequently a more\ thorough assessment. ),4;1`
Atatera are two schoote, of' thought as to.whether or not notes should be taken

during* interview. The argument against note-taking is that it increases student
anxiety 04 ,can leadjto loss of rapport. in the case of an assessment interview,
hbvieVer, itlirfahs;atisolutely essential that notes be taken for the sake of accu-
racy. the risk of increasing anxiety or losing rapport may be lessened by telling the
student in a ace that notes will be taken. Tape-recording the interview is sopie-
times:s bstituted 'for or used kr addition io note-taking and has the advantage of
enabling akia7Tdditlo\pat assessor to evaluate the outcomes of the interview after it is

.complet laslrfp:Ortanj. to notify ,the student before beginning the intelview if a
tape resat b44:111:la thRe.

t- I

<rt'
Pitfalls to .Arid

\L \
8ecauseith,terviews and ojher oral assessment procedures are, inevitably affected
by the personalities of the people involved, they are particularly vulnerable to the
problems associated with validity and reliability. Although there is n^ way to control
completely the subtle effects of ieterpersonal interaction, the interviewer can make
more objective decisions by keeping in mind the sources of error in assessment
discussed in Chapter II as we11 as the following pitfalls.

The greatest danger in drat assessment is that some sort of interviewer bias
wiltcreep in and affect the outcome. In addition to the halo effect discussed earlier,
stereotypes and interviewer expectations are another source of !Jas. The inter-
viewer must be 6areful to avoid jumping to conclusions and prejudging a student
(either favorably or unfavorably) on the basis of any characteristic. Here are some
examples:

Age. The interviewer may be reluctant to yive credit to a student who is
only 18 or predisposed to pie credit to one who is 40. It'is easy, but wrong,
to assume that since the latter is more than 20 years older, he or she
automatically knows more about a given subject or has reached a higher
level of competencs1 at Whatever is being assessed.

Sex. Traditional male and female roles should not stand in the way of fair
assessment, for example, a man may legitimately seek credit for experi-
ence as a nurse.

Race.

Past experience. If a middle-aged student claims 10 years of experience
as a volunteer social worker, his or her competence stir' needs to be
assessed before credit is awarded. In other words, credit is to be awarded
for knowledge, not for experience per se.

Dialect.

Voice quality.
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Pronbnciation (or mispronunqiation).

Posture.

Stance (for example, aggressive or meek).
.ppearance. If dressinmeatly is not related to the knowledge being as-
sessed, then a sloppily-dressed student should not be penalized for his or
her appearance.

In addition, the interviewer should beware of prejudice about the area in which
the student is requesting credit. The male nurse example cited above could fit this
category as well. Finally, the interviewer should be sure that the implicit long-range
use of the assessment does not affect the interview outcome. Assumptions about
the use to which the student will ultimately put the assessment may be false. If, in
the Context of the individual institution, different standards are appropriate depend -
.ing.on the long-range use of the assessment, then the assumptions, should be
,checked and the long-range goals clarified. It may in some contexts be appro-
priate, for example, to have different artistic standards for the student who aspires
to be a professional painter and for the student who plans-to work in advertising.

In addition to interviewer bias, another pitfall to avoid in oral assessment is
misunderstanding. If the interviewer feels at any time that there may be a misun-
derstanding, on either side, he or she should check and clarify. Misunderstanding
on the part of the student can be minimized by careful and clear wording of
questions. A final caution.---the interviewer must avoid letting the student take over
the interview.

ANALYZING THE OUTCOME OF THE INTERVIEW

After conducting the interview, the evaluator or panel should review the student's
responses to individual questions or to sections of the schedule In general, it is

helpful to arrive at a summary decision regarding the level of knowledge de-
monstrated and the overall quality of the student's discussions.

The level of student competence will, in most cases, vary from item to item
and from area to area. One of the most difficult tasks of the assessor is to balance
these variation's and arrive at a summary judgment. It is helpful to support overall
evaluations with specific, representative examples of stronger and weaker re-
sponses. These specific examples will also be useful in discussing the results of

the interview with the student.
Some examples from an actual assessment interview may help to illustrate

this point. The examples were taken from a structured interview developed to
assess leadership skills. The interview schedule and rating scales used were
developed around 12 dimensions of leadership and are appended to the end of this
chapter. How the assessor can backup a summary evaluation is shown in the
three examples which follow.

1. The student was able to see the relationship among the components of this
competence area. Consequently, responses combined information regard-
ing several areas. The interviewers had the flexibility, then, to eliminate
questions that had been answered in another context and to encourage the
student to draw comparisons among responses when that was appro-
priate.
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"2. it Was apparent that her levels of knowledge and skill varied among the 12
cilmensions.-She was clearly at the evaluative level in the use of leadership
skills but had only basic knowledge of external.power structures. She will
needto (*pirate additional study in this area in the future.

3: One athei most outstanding wialities of this student's responses was her
ability to analyze, in ways'new to her, her own past behaviors an evaluate
their outcomes. She was then able to make recommendations regarding
pro ur that might have been used differently or operating styles of her
own that She. new feels might have been made more suce.pssful.

.Following-,a review of the student's responses_, the rating scale should be
Completedi,and comments, either for the student or the advisor should be pre-

-pared.lAitioneOr possible a copy of the completed rating scale should be given to
:the .studarit.-Iteict, a judgment must be made regarding the amount of credit or
recognition the student will receive, although some items in a schedule will allow
for various interpretations by judges. However, tryout activities can help predict
where variations may arise and permit same preparation of evaluators.

Institutions may adcpt different approaches or criteria for awarding credit or
formal recognition of competence. A comprehensive discussion of guidelines for
use in awarding credit is included in Assessing Prior Learning-A CAEL Handbook

, by Joan Knapp. Each of these guidelines js applicable to the analysis of the results
of an evaluation interview.

Following the completion of the interview process, the judge or evaluation
panel should discuss the evaluations with the student. During this time the specific
outcomethe level of formal recognition or credit awardedshould be made
Clear. Then, too, it is beneficial to the student if some of theresponses,themtelVes
are discussed and areas for improvement or further study are identified. It is
important that this discussion center on the criterton standards previously de-
veloped and that it be clear that those standards were the bases upon which the
evaluation was made.

PROTOTYPE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

The following structured interview schedule and rating scale were developed at
Metropolitan State University. They were designed with the help of specialized
consultants and reflect the context of this particular institution and the orientation of
these consultants .s

Educational institutions that recognize knowledge gained through experiential
learning are often asked to assess competence in leadership of volunteer organi-
zations. Consequently, this area was selected for the development of a model
However, similar procedi,res could be Used in designing interview schedules to
measure a diversity of experiential learning, including more traditional academic
subjects.

O

iMetrepobtan State University expresses special thanks to Sandra Hate, Omer John. and Richard Lthder
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Prototype Interview for Assessing Competence in
Leadership of a Volunteer Organization

I. Goal Determination

1. What long-range and short-term goals form the bests of the princip iza-
tion which you have served in a leadership capacity?

To what extent were you a determining factor in establishing or redirecting
those goals? ;

2 In light of these long-range and short-term goals, what action priorities have
been established?

. What has been your role in establishing these priorities?

What factors do you see as the primary determinants of appropnate pnonties
for directing the work of a volunteer organization?

3 Is there ever a reason for disbanding or substantially altering the objectives and
functions of an organization such as this?

if so, under what circumstances?

To what extent have you been involved in such a procedure, ,and how would
you evaluate the success of the changes?

II. Organizational Processes

1 What do you see as the major problems to be considered in organizing a new or
existing group operating on a volunteer basis?'

2 What steps would be particularly essential in developing such a new organize-
' tion? ,

3 If you havp undertaken the organization of a new grouts, describe the activities
in which you engaged and the decisions which you made during that process.
For example, in what way did you determine and establish the central identity,
purpose, and functions of your group? s.

4 In what ways do organizational procedures and general maintenance of the
organizational identity differ between a firmly established organization and one
which is in its foundation stages?

5 In what ways do the various objectives and functions of a group cause divergent
concerns on the part of the membership of the organization to arise?

In what ways have you dealt with these types of concerns in interpreting, or
adjusting, the identity or central focus of the group's activities?

...

III. Organizational Structure

1 Describe the basic structure of your organization, including the various levels of
leadership, their responsibilities, and any subcommittees, along with their func
tions and the rationale for the formation of those committees.

2 explain the relationship between th.s structure And the organization s long-
range goals. .

To what extent would or have changing priorities caused adjustments in the
organization's structure?

3 In what ways does the size of the organization influence the development and
maintenance of a specific organizational structure for example, in what ways
might responsibilities be divided between a governing board and the functioning
staff of an organization?
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4. How does this structure affect the actual operations of the organization? Cite an
example 1iNoirI. your experience to suppobrt "your point.

IV. Constitutional Provisions

1. Is your organization based upon a constitution or charter?

If not, what might have been the effect of such a document on the identity or
activities of your organization?

2. How was the constitution or charter of your organization, if any, first designed?

Have there been substantial changes since the formation of the organization,
and to what do yqu attribute these changes?

If applicable, !valuate yourJole in the writing of the constitution or charter
and/or the by-laws by which the organization is gov,erneci.

3. What issues seem to you to be most significant in facilitating an organization s
following its constitution and by-laws?

Describe any situations, from your own oxpenence, which nes,ssitated in-
terpretation of these written guidelines or problems ansing from their use by the
membership of the organization.

V. Leadership Patterns

1. Describe what you consider to be your leadership style in directing the organi-
zation under discussion.

What do you see as your most valuable leadership skill in maintaining the
motivational level of the membership?

2. To what extent does your mode of leadership use general interpersonal skills?

Cite some specific incidents, if any, in which your use of such skilYs was particu-
larly essential and evaluate the results.

3. In what ways do leadership functions and styles need to be adjusted according
to varying sizes and functions of organizations?

Cite several specific incidents dunng your period of leadership of one organiza-
tion which particularly tested your leadership model and/or skills.

How did you resolve these difficulties, and what were the outcomes of any
actions taken?

4. Assume that one member of the group attempted to dominate all the meetings
by directing the discussion and monopolizing the conversation to the point that
members were beginning to cease attending meetings. In what ways would you
deal with this, situation, keeping in mind the objectives of the organization and
the fact that it is a volunteer organization?

What toots of discussion might be usedA such a situation?

VI. Fiscal Management

1. In the leadership structure of your organization, who has been given the re-
sponsibility for the financial management of the organization?

What basic procedureS were used?

2. What are the chief sources of revenue for this organization?
Explain the ways in which that revenue is denved and your role in that process

3. If this organization were to face a financial difficulty, how would you go about
gaining additional sources of money?

What conditions within the community would have to be considered?
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How might various sources of revenue affect functions of the organizationor the
cenlial identity of its membership? ,

4. Are there any legal restrictions of which you are aware which would restrict the
sources of revenue open to you or the fundraising activities in which you might
engage? ,

S. Has yofir organization engaged in any types of fund-raising activities?

If so, describe briefly the chic f techniques used. What doyou see tc.::-4 the most
crucial elements in compleiing such activities successfully?

Why did you elect to use the activities which you have selected?

VII. Communications

1 What other types of publications were prepared and used by your organization?
What was yoUr role in their prec4ration?

How would you evaluate their effectiveness?

2. Which types of writing did you use while holding the leadership role in the
organization?

How might the types of writing or styles used vary with the size, type, or purpose
of the organization? (For example, might the target groups for written fund-
raising material vary from group to group?)

3 In what types of public-speaking situations were you involved while performing
your leadership functions?

To what extent were other members of the group involved in similar types of
speaking situations and why?

4 What other forms of oral communication have you used while fulfilling your
leadership role?

What role did they play in your leadership style?

How effective do you feel your use of oral communication skills was?

VIII. Use of the Media

1 To what extent is it feasible for a basically volunteer organization to use one or
more of the public communications media in enhancing its work?

2 In what ways did you L . arious public communications media in connection
with'achieving the goals of your organization?

Evaluate the outcomes of your own uses of the media.

IX. Uses of Resources

1 What types of information was it necessary for you to obtain in your leadership
capacity?

How did you go about obtaining that information?

Which sources were most helpful?

2 Assume that you have been asked to seek an external source of funding, such
as a grant from a private organization, for the purpose of extending some
special service to the community. How would you go about locating and evaluat-
ing various sources of funding for your protect?

X. External Power Structures

1 With what sources of decision making influence external to the organization
have you dealt?

.

p
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Describe the levels of responsibility of some groups with which you have had to
deal or which you have attempted to influence in gaining decisions favorable to
your organization.

Within that structure, where did pressure groups operate, and in what ways
have you dealt with those pressure groups?

What were the outcomes of your endeavors?

2. In what ways might the types of influence which could be brought to bear upon
decisionmaking organizations, such as the state or federal govern:Ter! or
another community organization, change with the size or overall goals of any
given organization?

3. What typos of activities have you used to maintain continuing relationships with
such sources of influence?

How does this type of maintenance differ from \more short-term but incisive
activities undertaken to influence these power bases?

XI. Operating Arena

1. Assume that you have decided to open a new branch ol,your organization or to
expand its membership into a previously untapped area. ',,ftiat steps woula 7 ou
follow in determining what target groups might be most `appropriate for this
activity and what needs your organization might meet in ential members?po

2. Descnbe the specific civic arena in which your own organizah n has operated

What types of issues, concerns, and needs within the community\ are you aware
of which have influenced the devalopment and direction of your organization?

3. Descnbe Jeveral community arer,as in which volunteer organizations might
operate and explain the leadership rule which you would probably play in light of
the objectives of that community group, the limitations of action available. etc

XII. Staff Supervisions

1. To what extent have you had secretarial or clerical help within your organize
tion?

Has this been paid P. volunteer support? /
What has been yoc r supervisory style in maintaining a continuing relationship
with clerical staff or other paid workers within the organization?

2. What problems are u Nue to supervising volunteer workers in an organization?

What approaches have you used tc ,naintain continuinn interest and motivation
in completing necassary !asks?

3 What differences do you Fee in leading an 3rganization which is supported
.s. , o'antially by volvntow work ano one in which much of the - i-to-day work is
done by a paid staff?
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Rating Scale for Use in Assessing Competence
In Leadership of a Volunteer Organization

...

.. .

Student Competence Area

Assessor Date

Instructions:

1. Read the title and all three descriptions before completing the assess-
ments.

2. For each of the items listed below, place a mark on the line at that point
which best represents your assessment of the student's demonstration
of that knowledge ortkill. The vertical lines represent approximate divid-
ing lines between 3 levels of performance on each item.

3. It an Item Is not definitely applicable to this student, you may omit it,
However, please specify below that item thereason for its inapplicability.

4. Irxiicate specific strengths and weaknesses in regard to each item in the
sections reserved for comments.

I Goal Determination

Understands the
organization's chief
goals

Comments:

H. Organizational Processes

Understands the
organization's goals
and can help set
pnonties

Understands how
this organization
was formed

Comments:

Understands and
applies goal-setting
process;
understands the
organization's goals
and can set priorities

Understands
general
organizational
processes
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Understands and
applies processes of
organizing new
organizations and
monitonng
established ones



III. Organizational Structure

Understands some
structural features of
the organization

Comments:

IV. Constitutional Provisions

Has comprehensive
understanding of the
structure of the
organization

Understands and
applies the structure
of the organization
and its relationships

Understands some
characteristics of a
constitution

Comments:

V. Leadership Patterns

Understands some
provisions of this
organrtation's
constitution, if any

Understands the
use of a constitution
and its effect on the
(fractions taken by
an organization

Understands most
facets of own
leadership style

Comments:

VI. Fiscal Management

Understands
elements of
developing a
leadership style

Understands.
applies, and
evaluates own
leadorship style

Understands some
of organization's
sc woes of revenue

Comments

Understands
rrganization's
primary sources of
revenue and some
management
processes
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Understands
organization's
sources of revenue
and fiscal
management
processes: applies
this knowledge in
determining and
evaluating alternate
sources of revenue
and management
processes



V11. Communications

Understands
general role of
communications in
leadership

Comments:

VIII. Use of Media

Understands
genera! role of
communications'
and identifies some
of own skills

Understands,
applies, and
evaluates various
types of
communications in
leadership

Understands some
uses of the media

Comments:

IX. Use of Resources

Understands and
applies some
techniques of using
the media

Understands,
applies, and
evaluates the values
and techniques of
using media in
achieving the
organization's goals

0

Understands some
major sources of
information within
the community

Comments.

Understands the
value and
techniques of using
several major
sources of
information
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Understands a
vanety of sources of
information; applies
this Knowledge in
locating and
evaluating
community
resources to
complete a task



X. Exton* Power Structures

Understands the
mdstence of external
power structures

Com Monts:

XL Operating Arena

Understands
organization of
some external
power sources

Understands
structure and role at
external sources
and apples this
understanding fn

relation 10 Own
Organization

Understands
general arena of
own organization

Comments

`XII. Staff Supervision

Understands
sevea. possible
arenas for such
organizations

I

Understands the
civic arenas in which
vokinteer
organizations
operate: tig:tes this
knowledge by
analyzing arena in
which own
organization
operates

Understands some
techniques Of
supervision

Comments

Understands some
differences in
supervising
volunteer and paid
staff
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IVIr Product Assessment

Ruth Churchill

In many cases the most direct way to evaluate the iearning that is either i cit or

explicit in a given experience .s by means of an appropriate product or products
This is clearly be situation in the creative arts Students claiming skills in the visual
arts, for example. should have produced paintings, sculpture, photographs, films,
or other art forms that give evidence of their skills Writing and musical composition
are other examples of arts in whicn the product itself is important as evidence of
learning. In other areas the importance of the product may be less clear cat, but in
many fields products are evidenses of the learning of skills and understandings In
science. exhibits and demonstrations are regularly used in science fairs as bases
for making judgments about the teaming of such objectives as scientific meths,;, of
thinking, the ability to present scientific data ciely and to apply scientific ideas to
new situations, and the technic& skis in constructing equipment effectively and
safety. In teaching. a curriculum unit developed to teach certain Knowledge, under
standings. or skills by a particular method to a given group of learners is a product
that reflects an understanding of educational phiisophy. a sensitivity to the needs
of loca' situations and individual students, an uwarene.-,s of current curricular ap
proaches, and the ability to apply these to a particular problem Reports are impor-
tant products in a .arieh Gelds aboratory and research reports and case
studies :n the field of sociai work d,t examples The list could and should be further
extended for example the evidence in certain management situations comprises
memoranda letters and reports that constituted part of the way in which a situa-
tion was handled

Product assessment ca' he used with both sponsored and nonsponsored
learning experiences Wtr spy, cored iearning experiences this method has the
advantage of being planned ,ri advanue to demonstrate relevant skills knowledge,
and understanding., in a fase.kn !hat can be evaluated faal} Although certain
elements of the product car be unique' each student it is possible to stress the
communalities gt.rie'd opportun to Plan ellable and economical means o4
evaluation Products u" unspohisored prior learning experience do not have the
advantages of planning e v rregiie y rd+ e 9 4. advantage of being one of the
few sources of external e. Bence a va lab'e

Some product, unsponsored iearning experience~ .iur, as work ,n the
creativc aris may occu with such' Sutf.Cent reguarity that a working procedure for
product assessment woetiwtiiir, Tr t w Jik Or only a few -tuderits is evauJted at
any one time bu' corn a periol 04 t mF a 'e,at'Vely ,aign number of stuoents
products will have tc b>Es ev&uate ,ther ud',U6 the products submitted will be
diverse and forma means of .asses" products would take more time and effort
than would be {ustiiiel Neverthe e " r which these (1 verse and some
times unig Products are Prd ''t cc " oP'Ce<1 r y e considerations
procedures a',1 , " ti-
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Product Assessment vs. Performance Assessment

Performance testing and product assessment need to be distinguished. In perfor-
mance testing the student actually performs a given skill, such as playing a musical
composition, in product assessment, all that is available is the end product, in this
case, perhaps, a tape or a record of the student's performance. Whether to apply
performance or product assessment depends upon a number of factors.

First, which is more important, the performance or the product? In the example
given, the emphasis is on the performance. In the case of a musical composition,
the prcduct rather than the composer's particular method of composition embodies
the important skills and understandings. However, even when the emphasis is on
performance, a product may embody it in a useful way A tape of a student playing
a given composition can be regarded as a product, for example. This would allow a
student to select the performance he considers his best, and might be appropriate
as an indicator of piior learning On the other hand, a tape made under structured
test conditions with observers present might more properly be regarded as a
performance test, and would be more appropriate if the ability to perfo.m before a
critical audience is part of the desired learning.

Second, practical considerations may determine the use of product assess-
ment rather than performance testing In some cases, the uses of products rather
than performance may be more convenient, less expensive, and more reliable. For
example, if several students make recordings of a musical composition (under the
same conditions of recording), a Jury can make comparisons and replay parts
about which questions or differences of opinion anse And, of course, in certc_in
cases, especially in nonsponsored learning experiences, only the product is avail-
able.

Product Assessment and Written Material

Another distinction (or case of ok erlap) that may have to be made is between a
written product and a written report or paper or examination. Obviously, if the
purpose it. *.ct evaluate ability to write effectively, the methods for assessing free-
response written material would apply A paper written to demonstrate knowledge
or understanding of a field would probably be evaluated as such papers usually are
in academic situations On the other hand, imaginative writing, such as plays,
novels, poetry, can be judged as a product But there are other cases in which the
wnting was produced for other reasons. naturally in the tours' of the experience,
and is to be judged for the learning of other skills and ul.derstanding. Diaries and
logs of experiences while traveling, case reports written by social workers, and
laboratory and rcsearz.h reports are all examples of written products which can be
assessed as evidence that specified skills and artier standsngs have been learned
In many cases,,auch products could be used in conjunction with an interview. For
example, a travel diary might implicitly reveal growth in understanding of another
culture, but such growth would need to be checked explicitly in an interview

An example of the use of a structured daily log is given CAEL Institutional
Report No 3 ' Students at UCLA in a number of courses IA which experiences

'Jwe Szutu n^c1 Mn' a b- w M Ao A-,A, e-oarr d'Ad Eva,,abon o' 5;Aurso,eo f Aepe,..rthat tea,n,ng
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outside the classroom were incorporated kept daily logs in their field work or
internships, In these logs they recorded both activities and reflections on what they
thought they had teamed. The logs were then analyzed by faculty experts for
evidence of student learning, using a Process 'Assessment Matrix Five broad
areas of learningself-awareness, awareness of others, skill development,
academic content, and career understanding--and five levels of involvement
identify, inform, describe, generalize, and apply decision-making skillsform the
matrix. Thus, using the log as the product, the faculty experts could analyze it for
evidence of student learning and of the love' of that learning.

When product assessment is based on written material in any of the above
senses, the problem frequently arises of distinguishing between the product and
the writing. Much stress is placed in the academic world on well-written papers,
despite the fact that student papers are frequently artificial They are written by
individuals knowing relatively little about a subject for other individuals who know
much more. It is possible to place too much stress on this type of writing, poor
products can be disguised by well-written reports and good products can be lost in
poorly written papers.

A useful way of meeting this problem is to ask the question. What kind and
level of writing is demanded if a particular product is to represent student learning
of knowledge, understandings, and skills at a college level? At the one extreme, a
novel or a series of poems must be judged on the quality of their writing At the
other extreme, the niceties of writing are not vital in a daily log. In between there
will be a variety of p.ossibilibes In a study of curriculum units judged as products,
one of the best units presented contained no formal summary of what the student
had learned from teaching the unit, instead each page of the unit was annotated
with comments on what had and had not worked and how the unit should be
changed before it was used again The writing involved in products should suit the
necessities of the situation in which the product is to be used rather than notions of
academic propriety.

Product Assessmeel and Documentation

An important and necessary distinction needs to be made between product as-
sessment and documentation Students frequently present documents, such as
letters from employers, newspaper clippings, licenses, and other materials, as
evidence of experiences Rarely do these afford evidence of learning, or if they do,
of learning 'related to specific, relevant objectives It is possible that a selection of
documents produced on the job by a student could be the product equivalent of an
in-basket 1..sst, but the skills. knowledge. and understandings to wh.ch they were
related would have to be specified and evaluated In most i-ases these products
would need to be supplemented by an interview

Product and Process

In many cases products cannot stand alone without some idea of Ie processes
which produced them When the product does stand alone, the burJen is on the
evaluator to identify the learnings represented In the model of product assessment
for the visual arts, three criteria have been identified, representing generalized
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!earnings in this area; but even in this case, a short paper or interview has been
suggested to allow the student to clarify his intent in some of the work he pre-
sented. In the UCLA analysis of logs the matrix of criteria for learning has already
been worked out and includes a process component.

While the product can testify clearly to some of the leamings, !earnings as-
sociated with the process by which the product came into being need to be
qaluiated in other ways. For example, in evaluating ability to develop curricular
miteria1, many leamings are implicit in the unit itselffor example, ability to set
objeciiVes for, students, to select materials, to evaluate changes in student be-
havOr. Equally important process leamings are not explicitfor example, how the
student identified the problem initially, how he gained the background needed to
work on it, how he evaluates the success of what he attempted to do. Here both the
product and the student's account of how he produced it are needed.

Developing Product Assessments

A brief sketch of the steps to be taken in developing a procedure for assessing
Products may be helpful for faculty members faced with the task of planning formal
or informal procedUres for evaluating learning from the evidence contained in
products The procedures suggested represent attempts to increase the validity
and the reliability of the judgments to be made.

1. Identify Learning Outcomes. The first stepes to identify the !earnings ex-
pected of the student in the situation Once these have been identified. perhaps
with the student's help, it should be clear whether an assessment of a product will
yield useful evidence of the quality of important leamings or will need to be
supplemented by other methods of evaluation or will be inappropriate. A novel may
stand by itself as evidence of the learning of skills in imaginative writing, the
accounting records of a business venture may need to be supplemented by an
explanatory paper or interview to identify and document :urther the relevant leam-
ings, but what product will represent skills in interviewingunless ine student has
taped several interviewing sessions"

2. Construct a Form for Product Assessment. The !earnings already identified
will constitute the criteria for the product assessment Not only should the criteria
be specified but also the relevant points to be observed in the product. If at all
possible, levels of quality should be indicated in terms of characteristics of the
product that are indicative of different levels of performance. For many products
the best approach to defining criteria and products will be to provide specific
examples of outstanding. average. and poor products

A simple method is to construct a checklist, using each identified learning as
one item on the !1st For each item, a rating scale can be devised to judge the
quality of the student s performance The more clearly the ratino scale is anchored
in observable behaviors, the more consistently different judges can use it At the
time of construction, decisions can also be made whether certain learnings are to
be given more weight than others in arriving at a summary evaluation.

The two models at the end of the chapter illustrate different ways in which
formal assessment procedures can be set up, the Precess, Assessment Matrix in
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GAEL lnstitutio I Report Nc. 32 gives still another possible variation. For infor-
mally ass sing a unique or infrequent type of product, a simple list of !earnings to
be checked for the adequacy with which trey have been achieved will help insure a
consistent and a documented approach to product assessment.

3. Prepare Students. Guidelines need to be written for the student so that he or
she understands the criteria by which his or her work will be Judged. The student
also needs instructions for prepanng his product for evaluation, highlighting the
important features of the product, and eliminating extraneous details which might
adversely influence the evaluation. This step will usually not be difficult for spon-
sored teaming experiences in which the product can be planned. Although more
difficult for prior learning, such instructions are worthwhile even if they have to be
modified in special cases.

4. Prepare Evaluators. Judges or evaluators also need guidelines for observing
and judging products. In most respects these do not differ from the guidelines
given students. The most important guideline for the evaluator is the form for
product assessment.

If more than one evaluator is to be used, either to obtain more than one
judgment of a product or tc have several faculty available to work with students,
training sessions using the evaluation method on a few sample products are useful
to identify disagreements and permit discussions leading to re.isions of the proce-
dure and agreement on decisions.

5. Combining Product Assessment with an Interview or a Paper. Another part
of planning the evaluation consists of deciding whether or not to combine the
product assessment with an interview or a paper. Such a combination may be
necessary if it is not immediately clear that the product gives evidence that the
student has learned a certain skill In addition, a product may revaal only some of
the leamings possible in a given situation There is the danger that ability to
verbalize about the skills involved in a product may not be thesame as the ability to
make the product, and in the interview or paper some students may be rewarded
for verbal skills rather that tu those for which they are presumably being
evaluated

A MODEL FOR PRODUCT ASSESSMENT IN CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT

To illustrate the possibilities of product assessment, two different plans for asses
sing products are pre Jented The first model is adapted from one developed for the
master's program in education of We Juarez Lincoln C4nter of Antioch College It

was developed in a study of assessment procedures in the GAEL Operational
Models Project This model consists of two documents, available to both students

2POrrnaLl and Mko Dock ertalKin aro Ev&uata of Spcso,e.) ont,,,

3-eis Ruth CmAffs31 And,e diet Ha, Harry Hufwdi arr.) f duLat,:ma Assessment AL,oss Cottage
Comers
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and faculty. The first is a statement of criterion standards for projects in curriculum
development; the second, a checklist for evaluating such projects.

Program Statement in the Area of Curriculum

To meet minimum requirements the student must demonstrate a genera, Knowledge of
educational philosophy and its relationship to various curricular approaches The stu
dent must be able to express this knowledge in terms of his.'her own educational
philosophy and the goals andor objectives tstate guidelines, local goals, etc ) to -which
the curriculum unit is related.

The development or revision of the curriculum unit is expected to include general
,frationale, specific objectives, method of teaching and learning, data sources provided,
4- and nuans of evaluating changes in pupil behavior produced by the curriculum unit

In general, the student is expected to accompany the curnculum unit de),aloped or
revised with an account of how he or she identified the problem, acquired background
for handling it, corned out the project, and evaluated his, her general learning from the
project.

For major credit, a student must also teach at least part Jf the curriculum unit.
provide a staff guide. evaluate the success of the curriculum in terms of pupil
learning, and relate the project as a whole to other areas of professional development

Checklist for Evaluating Protects
in Curriculum Development

Name of Student Name of Project

Educational philosophy and goals

1 Does the curricular unit reflect the student s educational philosophy?
Yes, clearly
Yes. in some respects
Questionable
No

Evidence (How does the student indicate his philosophy?)
Space left for free answer

2 Does the project relate knowledge u' iut.ational philosophy to possi
ble curricular approaches'

Yes, clearly
Yes, in some respects
Questionable
No

Evidence (What curricular approaches were explorcd? How is the
curricular approach chosen related to ciducational oho-
sophy?)

(Space left for free answer!
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3. To what goals, objectives, or guidelines has the curncuium unit been
related?

_ State guidelines
Local goals and objectives (school or organization)
Teachers goals and objectives

..._ Pupils' goats and objectives

4. Has the curriculum unit been related to the goals, objectives, or
guidelines chosen?

Yes, clearly
_ Yes, in some respects
_ Questionable

No

Evidence. (Cite specific objectives and show relationship to curnculum
unit.)

(Space left for tree answer)

Development or revision of curriculum unit
5. Is the curriculum unit clearly described and presented?

_ Yes, clearly
Yes, in some respects

_ Questionable
__ No
Evidence: (What is the subject matter of the unn

(Space left for tree answer]

6. Is the rationale for tha curriculum unit clearly stated?
Yes, clearly
Yes, in some respects
Questionable
No

Evidence (What is the rationale?)
[Space left for free answer)

7 Are the objectives for the curriculum Jnit clearly stated?
_ __ _ Yes, clearly
_.,... Yes, in some respects

Questionable

'Evidence (What are the objectives?)
(Space left for free answer]

8 What is the method by which the curriculum unit will achieve its objec-
tives'?

[Space left for free answer]

t.
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9. Is the method apptopnate for achieving the given objectives?
_ Yes, clearly
- Yes, In some respects

. Questionable
No

Evidence: (What methods are used, how are they related to the objec-
tives?)

(Space left for free answer)

10. What sources of data are provided in the curriculum unit?
[Space left for free answer)

11. Are these data sources used adequately?
_ Yes clearly

Yes, in some respects
Questionable
No

Evidence (Give an example of a data source and how it has been
used in a unit )

(Space left for tree answer)

12 By what means will the success of pupils in achieving the objectives of
the curriculum unit be evaluated?

[Space left for free answer]

13 Are the methods chosen suitable for evaluating this curricular unit?
_ Yes, clearly

_______ Yes, .n some respects
_ Questionable

_ No

Evidence (Give an example a means of assessing what pi pits have
learned

(Space left for free answer)

Use of the curriculum unit
14 Has the curricular unit been t.sed?

Yes, the whole unit has been tried out
Yes. parts of the unit have been tried out
Questionable
No

Evidence (What has the stuJent done to put the curricular unit into
practice?

(Space left for tree answer)
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15. Has a teacher or staff guide for this unit been prepared?
Yes, one which can be used as it stands
Yes, one which could be used with revisions and/or more work

- Questionable
No

Evidence: (Could another teacher use the guide as it now stands')
(Space left for free answer)

16. Has the use of the curncular unit been evaluated appropriately?, - Yos, clearly
Yes, in some respects
Questionable_ No

Evidence (Cite means of evaluation, appropriateness. and adequacy
of conclusions drawn )

(Space left for free answer)

17. is the area of curriculum development related to other areas such as
development of so,rces of information, staff development. evaluation,
community involvement, aid bilingualmulticultural education?
____ Yes, clearly

Yes. in some respects
Questionable

____ _ No

Evidence (Space left for free answer)

General
18 What sources of data have been used in carrying out this project?

(Space left for free answer;

19 Have these data sources proved adequate for the project?
_ Yes. clearly

Yes. in some respects
Questionable

_ No

Evidence (Background in educational philosophy, curriculum de-
velopment. specific area of curriculum development i

I Space left for free answer"
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20. Is the report written at an acceptable level for an educated adult?
_ Publishable

Adequate educated writing
Needs work on wnting
Writing fails to communicate

Evidence: ;Organization. clarity of presentation, use of words, gram-
. mar.)

(Space left for free answer)

21. As a whole, are you satisfied witn this curnculum unit and the report on
its development?
Major Credit* Minor Credit*

Clearly satisfactory
Adequate
Questionable
Not acceptable

*Pay no attention as to whether project was intended to receive minor
or major credit. Rate it as to whether you believe it should receive
major or minor credit Major credit implies that all items have been
carried out, for minor credit the curriculum need not have bean used.

Evidence. (Outstanding strengths and weaknesses of the report.)
[Space left for free answer!

A MODEL FOR PRODUCT ASSESSMENT IN THE VISUAL ARTS

This plan is adapted from the CEEB Advanced Placement Test ,n Studio Art,4
probably the best current example of product assessment based on research on
judgments by art faculty of student work in art. It can be used as It stands, modified,
or altered according to the purposes of the assessors. It can also serve as a model
for further exploration of ways of assessing products of students.

Instructions to the Student

In order to earn college credit in the area of the visual artspainting, graphics,
sculpture, ceramics, photography, film, tele.,oion, and other formsyou are asked
to present for evaluation selections from the work that you have d6ne. The purpose
of the evaluation is to allow you to demonstrate your ability to :teal with fundamen-
tal concerns in the visual arts.

The materials that you are asked to present deal with three objectives. overall
quality of work, depth of work, and breadth of work. Evaluators are looking for
works that reveal a style of execution and content initiated by you personally. The
works presented may have been produced at any time on your own initiative or in
art courses or other courses The only restriction that they should not be work for
which you have already received college-level credit.

OP.

'College Entrance Examrnatcn Board AdvarCed an.: pf c^ Art
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In the Instructions that follow, certain instructions are given on the works you
are to present and the ways in which you present them The purpose of these
instructions is to help you present a good sample of your work on the same bass
as other students, In that way you can help the judges make a fair appraisal of your
learning.

Overall Quality of Work. You are asked to present, in their onginai form, three to
five works which you consider your best There works will be judged for their
overall quality. They may be individual works, or they may form a series All of the
works may be in one medium, or they may be in different media. The reason that
you have been asked to submit a few of your best works is that experience
indicates that large r umbers of works include pieces of varying quality, and jodges
tend to Avaluate Pie 'otal group at a lower tr-,vel than they would if a careful
selection of a few works had been made.

If the work, such as a film, ryas r.)ne in collaboration with other individuals,
specify what were your responsibilities and contributions and what were those ).)f
others.

Since these are original works and since they may be handled by several
judges, try to keep the por.folio manageable size and to protect the works from
the consequences of unavoidable handling Graphs that can be smeared should
t.ave a protective, transparent covering. small pieces. such as jewelry, should be
securely mounted, tapes and film should be adequately packaged

Remember that the better you present your works, the less likely are the
judges tribe distracted by irrelevant considerations

Depth of Work. To give you an opportunity to show your personal concentration
on a particula way of thinking, workThg, and producing you are asked to present
evidence related either to an aspect of your work or to a project on which you hare
spent considerable time and interest and which yOld may Jr may not consider
successful Be sure that the material shows work on a particular act -.1., or investi-
gation carried out over a considerable period of lime Remember that the work
should be one that yOu were personally committed to execute Class problems in
drawing or design, for example. are generally not acceptable

Although the work may stand on its own merits and require no further clarifica
tion, you should present a short written or taped commentary to accompany the
work It helps the evaluators to know why you seiected this area or project. what
influences (things seen, heard, read, lett imagined) affected yOur work, how plan
ning affected the deveiopment jf your work. and why you feel it is successful or not
successful ,Alternatively You will be asked in an interview to tell the evaluators
why you selected this area or project what influence. ith.ilgs seen, heard. read,
felt, imagined) affected your work how planning affected the development of yC.h.
work, and why you feel it is successful or not If your work is part of a group
project, your responsibilities should be clearly defined

Most works for this section should not be submitted in their original form with
the exception of ii:ustrated books and films including videotapes Sculpture oaint
ing, murals, graphics, ceramics jewelry weaviny, photocraphy and architecture
may be illus;rated by color slide. Environmental or ..onceptual projects can be
der,:ribed by sides, films and or appropriate written documents Take care in
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photographing your, work_ The quality of your slides has to be good sc that judges
; can evaluate your work accurately. For three - dimensional work provide several

slides for.each work, each slide showing a different view of the work Try to keep
your presentation short (no more than twenty slides or five minutes of fah)

Breadth of WOOL Here you are given an opportunity to show the range of prob
ferns, ideas,. media, and approaches yOu have undertaken You are asked to

slides of completed works that show how you have soived probiems in the
.1;* 7".4ollowirigtategories:

L.LI spatial Illusion on a flat surface
. A! color

drawing
organization of three-dimensional figures

On the slides identify the problem you are attempting to sortie for exarnpie.
use of space or color relationships. This section .s one in *bid evaivators rook at
aspects of your work in cuicsi design, and techreque reiatively .soiateo from the
total quality of the work or from what you wished to express ,expresuive intent,
Total quality always influences evaluators r.idgments. but art skills are
phasized in this section

Since any work submitted wih probably muirpor ate more than one category,
use works that clearly emphasize one category vyati theuoti other problems may
be present. Works appeanng in this sectivit, i.k.ady have appeared ir one of
the first two sections. Make a careful selector, sues :Ty to keep your presenta
tion short (no more than twenty slides)

Instructions to the Evaluators

Works of art are highly personal anu suujectiva ,ontent and exwess.re rnettn.s
They cart only be evaluated if fudges are fancy committed to this oomept The
most important part of the assessment is the students espuose ;...?vela Ouriiity
of Work. Quality is also an important part ut the judgments made n :iepth 01 Aeon(
and Breadth of Work

Clearly the student must perform at college level if he or she .s to receive
credit Since professors make judgments as to whether or riot their students are
performing SAttSfaCtOrdy wiiege ouorses .n art .t s assumed that they ..431.,odge
college-level performance on the basis of a wieluily seieued portfuou of an works
submitted by students whose work in art is based on either sponsored .k.uuent and
planned) or nonsponsored terror and nonptannedi experiences

The validity of the three criteria proposed ioverali cloak:, depth and breadM,
is based on research on the factors vohrch copal> .nstructu._ .n art shoots rave
found important and about which the., could agree ,n their 1,,igfrients Nabdity of
Gte judgments is arso affected Gy the selectior the lodges :-...ener al"? fudges w

be from the institution s own art faculty bu: w II want to .nctude
practicing artists and art faculty from other institutions It is important Mat the
judges review the criteria and make sure that thi 3i4i witt. ar. faculty
may want to forntuiate its own criteria both a-, terms of how they state them and
what works they ask stude-its to subma in Mat Lase the c.,foced,,, es set fOrlh here
can be used as a model and adapted
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Student submits up to twenty sties of wig), atttoyi t.ms videoldbes and mos
trated books may also be submated The OioieLt shou.; be aa..cimc.,anied by a
short commenter/ to .4 why the student se,ected the area -to- pi9fect what
enced the work, how Manning aftoctect the ceveroornant !Iv wt* and whee,e,
the student feels the work was 1,occessf.x 1-Vteirat,e'y e Oyes fhi
wish to interview the student on these fro.flt,,

Important facto's lc) t* co ,oclq ,e4.

Concsntiator 0, ba-
time
PfetSenal con"' r ' r I t " t'
tem,

Rating of Breadth ot Work
Of the Student s wo,IN co-c, Jes,e e !eci- ,t4oe <,.(,a/,,d !re
total quality of the worn c_sf,,oe-fs s ' le, lea 1' a
(SlaWirtg Qa",,:ze ",e,t." 7'

Overall Rating. U t. . - t4, ,..;,4 _ ,4
prOctuPt asseSsrler: e ; , e
dent s work has. mei : .*!! - 4 ,

the Wee sectors , , .' t." o .1, A ,ef,1
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Performance Assessment

Arnold Fletcher and John L D Clark

NATURE AND BASIC ISSUES

The performance test is usually described as a test that evaluates a person s ability
to carry out or execute an action. process, or task Although paper-and-pencil
items that involve the writing of symbols in response to symbolic stimuli may be
used, performance testing more characteristically stresses the ability to manipulate
Something or perform a rolefor example, typing, piloting a plane, assembling a
piece of machinery, playing the violin, teaching, acting, or leading discussions

Some Distinguishing Characteristics of Performance Testing

In attempting to place performance testing in an assessment perspective, we must
emphasize that much, but not all, of such testing involves the measuiement of
skills, described in dictionary terms as developed or acquired abilities, which are
usually identified with psychomotor activities In addition. some educators tend to
treat skill testing, perforrnanue testing, and competence testing interchangeably
Although related, they are nul necessarily synonymous, using them synonymously
can cause confusion about the concept of performance testing and can lead to the
misapplication of testing techniques

Kelley describes competence-based education in terms of four categories of
objectives (1) cognitive what the student should know, k2) affectivebeliefs.
values, and attitudes of the individual. k3) performancespecified behavior .to bt?
demonstrated by the learner and k4) consequence student learning identified by
the teacher' Thus a skill test tends to evaluate a more specific limited ability
usually within a larger kvrformant,e cuntext, whereas a performance test generally
attempts to assess a higher level, more complex behavior, which in turn. is often
part of an even more comprehensive competence

Another distinguishing characteristic of the performance test is the presence
of a large element of realism, or what is sometimes described as situational
realism The student is expected to perform in as close to a real-life situation as
possible Since it is very often impractical or impossible to set up such a situation,
the assessor must simulate reality This practice is characteristic of student-
teacher training programs. the type and degree of simulation being dependent
upon the particular needs of the student Fitzpatrick and Morrison indicate that for a
simulated situation to be representative of a real life evkironment it must ia) be
comprehensive simulate a range of varying aspects of the situation. and (b)
demonstrate fidelity reflect a desirable degree of reality 2

As a final note, it may be useful to reiterate the differences t etween perfor-
mance and product assessment As pointed out in the Previous chapter, perior-------
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mance assessment often results in a product that can also be assessed. Where an
end pnikluct is a railable, the emphasis in performance assessment is on the an
tecedent steps performed to arrive at the product, rather than the product itself
Systematic procedures for observing and recording behavior are usually charac
tenstic of performance f.ssessment whether or not a product emerges. In addition,
performance assessment procedures are usually characterized by externally strut
tured conditions that remain constant for different individuals whose performance
is being assessed.

Types of Tests
Classification in any field poses the problem of overlap Tests vary so much in
terms of purpose, content, and procedure that different authorities approach clas
sification in different ways The categories, descriptions, and examples presented
herein are not intended to be all inclusive but, rather representative of the principal
types in current use. The reader is also referred to the appropriate works in the
bibliography for additional treatment, particularly tfw GAEL publicatior. A Compen
diurn of Assessment Techniques by Knapp and Sharon 3

The work sample is one of the most common types of performance testing,
usually possessing elements of simulatior. In this case, job-related tasks are set
up, following which the student or trainee is evaluated for the task performed or the
product created The work sample tends to recreate an important part, if not all, of
the actual job tasks and operations, frequently using job equipment The test will
sometimes involve certain on-the-job difficulties, which the examinee must over
come. Although som9 of the realism may be sacrificed. the critical job elements are
present and tne rest is readily recognized as exemplifying situational realism
Referral to other GAEL publications, prepared for both faculty and student use, is
suggested for further coverage of work sample assessment problems 4

The situational test endeavors to evaluate performance in a real life or simu
lateti situation in which the examinee is askud to undertake a task or role that has
been thoroughly explained before being carried out and assessed Such 1,,,ts
usually attempt to evaluate more complex performance qualities, oftentimes in
situations involving human interact on Some representative examples are the
following

1 War games and business games
2 Role-playing in supervision and management criminal justice and social

work
3 In-basket techniques in administration and office practice

4 Employer evaluation of employee performance
5 Case studies in sociology and numan servicr-
6 Simulated clinical problem solving in allied health fields'
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7. Laboratory procedures in industrial research.
8. Simulabon of field projects in training for Peace Corps service.

9. Student teaching in teacher education

Simulator assessment typically involves a machine, piece of equipment, or
material designed to simulate parts of an operational situation in which a person s
performance is to be evaluated According to Gagne, the simulator is charac-
terized by three features. (1) t is representative of a real situation, 2) itis designed
to provide specific controls over the situation, an i (31 it deliberately omits some
aspects of the operation that are variable or unpredictable.'

There are a great variety of simula.ors ranging from the simplest equipthent,
such as the artificial rifle for individual drill in rifle handling, tc the complex systems
simulator designed for use by whole teams of military personnel The relative
degree of complexity depends on the task or operation being evaluated Gagne
classifies such operations as follows.

1. Procedures such as cockpit training for pilots, console drills to control
missile firing, or procedures for calibrating electronic gear

2. Motor skills as in simulated gunnery practice or aircraft landing
3. Identifications stressing immediate recognition of targets. types of

airplanes, or terrain features

4 Conceptual tasks related to equipmer testing. ,dvIgation, and interpreta-
tion of aerial photos

5. Team functions as in complex war games or ,Ummunications among crew
members

The assessment of prepared performances, another form of performance
testing, stresses the evaluation of artistic renditions or demonstrations of physical
prowess that are normally the result uf repetitive rehearsing for a period prior to the
evaluation Typical examples include rehearsed performances in the performing
artsmusic. dance, and theater artsana in sports and physical education ac-
tivities

In some instances, the te be de ised to evaluate purely individual efforts
as in solo vocal and instrumental auditions, is rensics, gymnastic extititions, track
and field events, and physical fitness programs In others, the evaluation of indi
%/dual performance must be given in the context of group activities, a factor which
poses many assessment difficulties such as the ability to Isolate the performance
and control the testing s.tuation There are suiprisingly few standardized tests in
the performing arts fields because the major thrust has been to aeveiop measures
of artistic aptitude. appreciation, and aesthetic attItude mus!c, the best evarnpie
of a test designed to assess both rehearsed and unrehearsed music is the
Watkins-Famum Performance &ale, a t..inclardized test for band instruments
developed originally in 1942 but still a significant contribution to music performance
testing a

On the other head the field of physical education has given a great deal of
attention to me aeveiopment of tests that evaluate the results of previous practice

ficbee 'A Cog",e " :.'^ '
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Tests range from those measuring specific, discrete skills in individual sports and
physical fitness to more gross measures of performing proficiency in either indi-
vidual or group situations. A comprehensive, useful treatment of this complex area
cf measuremen! is found in the recent textbook of Franks and Deutsch, Evaluating
Performance in Physical Education, which proposes a hierarchical model of physi
cal performance and fitness as a basis for assessment, the major components of
which are body compositio... efficiency, endurance, skills, and soclopsychological
influences.

UnIqUe Problems in Performance Testing

All assessment opeiates on the basis of a common body of principles concerning
which psychometricians are in reasonably uniform agreement On the other hand,
the problems that will arise in the application of these principles will vary consider-
ably in kind and degree depending on the ,,ature of the assessment situation
Thus, the utilization of expert judgment in the performance test poses different,
though not necessarily more severe, assessment problems tl'an it does, say, in the
oral interview often used as a measure of subject-matter knowledge

One of the most difficult and unique problems to be faced in assessing per-
formance is the question of its reprinentativeness and its relationship to the twin
measurement demands of validity and reliability Although these concepts were
discussed in Chapter II, the uniqueness of the problem requires a separate treat
ment here.

Simulation and the Validity Question. Earlier, it was pointed out that the princi
pal characteristic of the performance test is its relative realism or simulation of a
real-life situation. Furthermore, a simulation is considered to be representative of a
real situation when a is comprehensive, , covers a wide range of aspects, and
when it demonstrates fidelity, i.e , faithfully reproduces each aspect When these
two conditions are adequately met in d performance test situation, one can assua le
that the test has achieved a satisfactory degree of validity Stated in assessment
terms, a performance test should produce a iore valid result when the elements of
the criterion situation are adequately sampled and realistically represented The
failure to simulate adequately a real situation is one of the chief shortcomings of a
great many applications of performance assessment A case in point has been the
common practice in teaches education of assessing the ability of college students
to understand principles of teaching on tne basis of an observation of their teaching
performance in a simulated ciassiuom environment where their peers pretend to
be young children

To illustrate more fu,,y the need for adequate simulation to insure test validity,
let us consider the case of a final examination administered at the close of the
training period for a student preparing to become a stenographic reporter In this
example, assume that the basic manipulative and transcriptive skills have previ
ously been tested and that the objective of t ds examination +5 to assess the ability
of the student to perform satisfactorily in a siliailated on the job situation, in this
case represer.ted by an audiotape of a courtroom scene

To recapitulate from the previous discussion, the simulation must produce
conditions that satisfactorily answer the following questions
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1. Does the test create sufficient situational realism?
2. Does it provide an adequate sampling of the various elements in a court-

room scene that are crucial to the performance of the etcrngrapher?

The following checklist of preparations is suggested to provide the simulation
necessary to produce valid test results.

1. Elements of the courtroom scene.
a. Prepare two tapes of the scene, a first version for tryout with students

and a second refined version.
b. Set up a scene Mat utilizes a number of voices of C'erent qualities,

accents, and inflections
c. Provide a combination of longer sin,die speeches and rapid-fire verbal

exchange involving several persons
d. Have the dialogues include a mix of declaratory statements, questions,

short, long, and incomplete sentences, and interjections in the middle of
statements and questions

o. Create subdued interchanges, as between judge and counsel, and

speech at high-volume levels

f. Provide for background masking sounds such as spectator laughter,
rustling of papers, and the like

2. Equipment considerations
a. Use recording and playback equipment of good fidelity, particularly for

reproduction of the spoken voice which, to be intelligible. depends on
recording and reproduction emphasizing higher frequency responses

b Use loudspeakers, preferably two if ont and back). rather than ear-
phones to preserve the sense of sou, i coming from several directions

c To preserve sound quality store the original tape and use copies for

frequent repetitions
d Make sure stenographic, equipment is in good working order

One method of handl ng the validity problem in simulations might be for the
assessor to begin with a highly simulated testing model and, under successive
tryouts of the :est situation remove elements and note the effects For example in
the illustration °resented above, it might oe feasible to create a ..deotape record
mg of the scene first, extract an audiotape version. and compare the test results

achieved from both versions At the close of this process. the assessor could well

find that for some assessment situations a less closely simulated model would
serve to satisfy validity needs

Relationship to Reliability. The , problem has direct bearing on the reliabil

ity problem and, in fact. can pose a real dilemma for the assessor Real life condi
bons, particularly where complex human interaction situations are concerned, are
very difficult to control Now it is a sine qua non that sound measurement de
mands control, the examinee should be evaluated each time under similar cond.
tions Only then can v'e expect a test to be reliable. i e consistently produce the
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same result over a period of time By increasing 11:).....representativeness of the
simulation, we assume an increase in validity, 6t therein lies the dilemma. As
validity increases, the possibility for control generally decreases and so, therefore,
does reliability Without reliability, of course, validity has little meaning. Since both
elements must be present, the assessor has no choice 1'ut to create a reasor,able
balarte between the two in sinial,2Png appropriate conditions for performance
testing, an achievement that Gan be realized only atter experimentation over an
extended period of time.

Another way of looking at the problem of reliability is to picture the evaluation
of performance in educational settings as an assessment continuum. At one end
we would be dealing with one on-one evaluation, one expert juJging a single
performance, and at the other large numbers of performance evaluations utilizing a
standardized test. such as the Watkins Farnum Performance designed to
assess performance on band instruments. In the one-on-one situation, law dis-
agreement would be likely to emerge among experts when evaluating lower
levels of performance, for example, the assessment of beginning typing or short-
hanJ In situations of this kind, the use of a single evaluator would probably be
justified But as we move up to higher, more complex levels of performance where
the variables increase, as in evaluating artistic renditions or performance in leader-
less group discussion, and the value oriented judgments of assessors become a
contending factor, the likelihood of disagreement is much greater In such situa-
tions, the ability to achieve an acceptable degree of reliability becomes more
difficult when using the single expert At the other extreme, the use of the standard-
ized performance tests in institutional settings can be completely unfeasible. Al
though many such tests report good reliabilities, the low volume of students
creates a very high cost factor In addition, this type of test is usually so inflexible
as to be inappropriate for most performance situations

A reasonable solution for the reliaoility dilemma lies somewhere between
these two extremes The compromise normally would cat: for the use of multiple
ratings, generally involving the so-called jury system of assessment The more
institutions become involved in competence bases, edia,ation, vvor,c experience
programs. ckDmunity oriented activities programs and t iecognition of lifelong
learning accomplishmei Is, the greater becomes the need to develop performance
assessments in the jury mode Although the oust may still be a factor for institutions
witn small faculties, the trade off for improved assessment could be great In
utilizing this assessmen: mode, the addition of a crucial element should be given
serious consideration- -the process should tie superdised by institution-based
psychometric specialists assigned arils of subject specialists functioning in
fields where performance is deman,,ed An example of a model of this team
approach to performance assessment is presented later in this chapter (see p 71,

As an example of the validity-reliablity problem, the evaluation of written
performance in a foreign larigcage presents .nterEF ting uiallenges from the point
of view of both test val, ,,,y and reliability A highly face valid technique in this
regard would oe to have the student prepare one or more real life documents such
as memoranda, personal or business letters, and so forth, and to have these
evaluated for overall quality Although the validity of such a testing situation would
be sr if-evident, the reliability with which the students performances could he
scored might be called into question since global appraisals of quality
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especially of fairly lengthy,and largely unaffected textscan produce wide varia-
tions ,in the scores assigned, depending on the particular individuals doing the
evaluations, the amount of preliminary training in the scoring techniques, the
sequence in which the texts are read, and a number of other factors extraneous to
the question of writing proficiency per se.

To provide for a greater degree of reliability in the writing test situation
especially when the papers must be graded individually by a number of different
instructorsone possible approach would be to break the student's writing task
into a number of smaller and more highly controlled elements, each of which could
be evaluated more precisely and more uniformly than would be the case with a
longer and "freer' text. Formats in which the student is asked to complete partial
sentences by filling in appropriate verb or adjective forms, or to produce whole
sentences which incorporate certain specified elements, usually permit easier and
appreciably more reliable scoring.

These and other tipes of writing tests involving student performance on a
series of discrete elements may, of course, be viewed as somewhat less 'genuine"
measures of writing ability than is the production of an entire business letter or
other texts typical of real-life writing th..tivities. If the former kinds of exercises are
considered insufficiently representative of the types of writing tasks that the stu
dent will, in fact, Li 'counter outside of class, it may be necessary to adopt an
intermediate approach such Ps the 'editing of short portions of eac;i of several
representative writing tasks (for example, the opening paragraph of a business
letter, with the tap:, and purpose of the letter specified in athance) This procedure
would have somewhat greater s tuational realism than the discrete element task
and would at the same time permit more reliable scoring than is the case with
longer como:ete themes

Checklist of Considerations

In concluding the treatment of this phase of as.,essmerit, the potential e \,aluator
should be alerted to the special cond bons that ought to be atisifed in developing
and administering performance assessments Comiderations specific to perlor
mance assessment can be derived from the more general steps presentee at the
end of Chapter II

The rnethoc, ut presentation is a checklist of f. ye categories of key questions to

be considered

1 The performance obiectwes

a What are the crucial behaviors involved in the performance' Are
some more important than others, and should they be weighted?

b Is sufficient information available or will detailed task analysis be
necessary? Example The more readily identifiabe tasks of the typist
as compared with the complex range u the functions of a supervisor
of 25 file clerks, typists and stenographers

c Under what specific conditions are the behaviors elicited in real life?

d Are appropriate measurement instruments already available, thereby
making a unnecessary to reinvent the wheel
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2. The choice of assessment method . _

a. Can a reallife situation be utilized, thereby avoiding the necessity of
&mutation? It so, can controls be set up to satisfy reliability needs?

b. What is the cost factor to consider in determining whether to use a
real situation?

c. If simulation is necessary, what are the crucial aspects to be simu-
lated? Is equipment adequate? Physical arrangements proper? Suffi-
dent displays and aids?

d. Is the assessment set up to enable close replicatjon for evaluating
dfferent students-as well as the same student at different times?

e. Which is more appropnate, product or performance 'assessment. or
tioth?-

3: The assessment process .

a. Have appropriate criteria been set up to choose assessors properly?

b. Have adequate plans been made for proper observation and record-
ing of performance? Ekample: Determination of the appropriate
means of recording among tape recorder, videotape recorder, or
movie camera.

c. Have necessary sconng procedures and forms been set up, such as
checklists, rating scales, etc.?

d. Have -absolute and relative weights of assessment elements-been
established? Example. Evaluating the pilot in handling essential land-
mg procedures versus the form and smoothness of the landing.

e. Can one expert do the) evaluating, or are multiple raters preferable?
Example: Generally sufficient to use-single rater in evaluating lower
level skills, advanced levels require several raters. ,

f. What training procedures have been developed for assessors?

g. Have scoring standards been checked periodically when tests are
repeated over a period of time?

4. Assessment administration

a. Have instructions for the student been developed?

b. Have necessary assessment controls beryl established. including
desirable physical conditions, sequence and timing of activities, and
the like?

c. Has test sed.rity been worked out. such as .. , development of suffi-
cient alternate lists of tasks from which to choose?

5. Economic considerations

a. Are the results of the test of such imp°, tanco that a high cost may well
be justified? Example The necessity of evaluating a real perfor-
mance of the potential conductor of a professional symphony or-
chestra as compared with accepting the simulated testing of the stu-
dent who must satisfy conducting requirements for the Bachelor of
Music degree

b. How long is the assessment or test expected to be viable?

(1) Will the volume be such that developmental costs can be re-
couped over a period of time?

(2) Is the field changing so fast that the particular test will be out-
moded?



c. What are the future needs for modification of the assessment sys-

tem? That is, how much flexibility will be necessary regarding perfor-
mance content or tasks and standards?

A PLAN FOR THE USE OF EXPERT JUDGMENT IN PERFORMANCE

ASSESSMENT

This section presents an example of a procedural pia!) for performance-based
assessment of experiential learning. It was developed at an external degree institu-

tion that relies for the development and administration of its assessment proce-
dures on a close working relationship between the institution's professional staff

and a group of approximately 300 outside academic specialists. The plan is viewed

as a procedural goal, although most of its components are already in use. Other
institutions may find it userut as a model of one.possibte approach to performance

assessment. The description of the plan is followed by representative illustrations

of performance assessment.

Selection and Orientation of Performance Assessors

Assessment staff at the college or university solicit recommendations of qualified

assessors from academic deans and other college or non-college sources Impor-

tant cntena are. subject-matter expertise, an appreciation of the operation and
philosophy of external degree programs, and a willingness to become familiar with

performance-based techniques for measuring student accomplishment Vitas of

proposed assessors, lists of courses taught, and other documents are reviewed as

part of the selection process, and wherever possible an informal interview with the

prospective assessor is carried out by college staff. An ongoing informational file is

maintained for each participating assessor showing the assessment projects in

which he or she has been involved and related comments of the assessment staff

of the institution.
Each newly-appointed assessor receives a package of explanatory materials

describing the organization ant; philosupti) of the college and the basic procedural

steps to be followed in the assessment program. (A loose -leaf handbook, which

can be added to and revised on the basis of continuing experience, is a useful aid )

Following their review (.4 background materials, assessors attend a joint dis

cussion meeting with the co uge assessment staff to recovs more specific infor-

mation on the particular type of project in which they will be involved and to discuss

the general outline of the assessment plan. To the extent possible, all assessors

for a given performance area are asked to be esent simultaneously, so that all

participants receive the same type of briefing and orientation to the project

Development and Tryout of Assessment Procedures

In situations involving on-site performance evaluations, assessos and college
staff make an exploratory visit to determine that the physical layout and "am-

biance of the site, including me presence and condition of necessary equipment

or other support elements. permit a highly valid, 'real-life" demonstration of the
performance to be assessed.
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One or more assessors, aidedby college staff as necessary, review published
instruments or docuinented procedures in the area to determine if appropriate
measurement tools are available or can be readily'adapted from existing sources.
Any,findings are reported to the full group of assessors for discussion.

Assessors and college staff draw up a fOrmal plan for eliciting, observing, and
evaluating the student performance_ The primary considerations in the plan are.

a. Providing for an adequate and representative sampling of the performance
to be assessed.

b. Presenting directions to the student that adequate! onent and prepare him
or her for the task. These can range from a short list of procedures to
well-developed study guides.

c. -Developing an observation system, including any necessary forms, that
can be etirciently and accurately used rri the actual assessment situation.

Assessors and college staff, working in close collaboration, develop neces-
sary prodedures and instruments to implemeni-the evaluation plan. A variety of
approaches are used, depending on the number of assessors working on a given
project and the relative difficulty of conceptualizing anpor developing appropriate
assessment techniques,-In very straightforward subject fields, whore all assessors
are quite clear about and in,agreement on the proper evaluation techniques, indi-
vidual assessors may be assigned to work up different-specified portions of the
entire assessment procedure, which ate then combined, often wit light revisions
following group discussion. In more complex situations, the P.Ss sots may work
as a group, with a high level of input by the college assessment s_aff, and may also
submit their work for critique and suggestions by an adcfition/ii-consultant in the
specialization.

Simultaneously with the development of procedures and instruments, the as-
sessors and college staff discuss the criteria and standard to be used in judging
The student performance. Depending on the nature of the field, the student may be
required to meet certain minimum performance standardS in each of several sub-
areas, or superior performance in one aspect of the assessment may legitimately
be considered to compensate for less successful performance in other aspects.
Related dedisions are made on whether a simple credit no credit evaluation report
will be made or whether several different levels of accomplishment will be identifies
and reported. Additionally, a decision is made on whether supplementary narrative
descriptions of observed strengths and weaknesses in the students performance
will be provided. If necessary, assessment plans and draft instruments are revised
to meet the information-gathering and reporting -goals decided on.

In situations where the volume of assessments warrants it, a preliminary tryout
otthe assessment procedures will normally be conducted, in w:iich each of the
assessors for that project simultaneously evaluates a number of student perfor-
mances by using the draft procedu,es developed. Results are reviewed in terms of
the efficiency and straightforwardness of the rating procedure and the extent to
which the assessors are able to give closet, miler ratings of any given student.
Problems in either of these two areas indicate the need to discuss and revise the
assessment procedures.
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tmtional Application pf Assessment Procedures

,itudents performance is eveitiatedsimuildneously by at least two assessors
davided for In the asseevrtentiplan, the student has been fully alerted and

vim:tared" for the assessment process avers given theopportun)ty Jo present the
total range- of 'behaviors under ccrtsideration, In SUN) instances. tits re.,;teres
observation of the students performance on two or more separate occasons Or
each occasion, the student rs granted a warmup pane lo become acclimatized to
the situation. Inc luding-any-equipment or apparatus.

_Although the assessors -.0 :resent simultaneousty_at the performanoeter ot
the student, rating notations are made independency for later discussion and
reliability checking. (Note. In some performance aisessreent situations. R is .,epos
dible for financial or other reasons to use more than a single assessor per student
these instances, indult grorrp development of the assessment procedure and group
determination that the rating technique does..pernid rouble soaring by a single
individual offers some Justification for the sing teassessor -swiped' In ongoing
programs that must use a, single- assessor techntque, penodic spot cheuks. Mud'
one or more adcitienal assessors we ailed di to 9-we .nidependent ratings at the
studeriis pertotatance for cempariso.a purposes, we ..aired .Nut wherever po.,er
ble.)

Scdring and Reporting of Student Performance

When more Ulan one rater is used for the eiaivation al frk.itIVo nolo!
mences,,tne assesses aria uuitege staff meet as a Of a'4.4* to :041eW and Z45CuSS the
student performanuelatgigs Tatitnations of time .at.ngs and 7f/111e-a staUstoa;
elestriptions ar9 presented and interpreted to the aesessoi ..d! ego Matt

Average ratings of ail assessors e waluatng a g,ver. student zonsravtaine

official rating, except when an obviously aberrant iatne .s tf..s..t)nletrthrougr
group discussion and agreement Nari at, ve perfganice,
any applicable suggestions to air student teyat,lcv; rneeded addt=ena: merit

preparation, are deveiopee O. a group asts and made part of the F no: :epc-rlt:

student.

Project Review by College Staff and Assessors

A portion of fhp scoring and repot% devoted to a ,...filfoai <.-2. the entre

assessment project, tnvuttrt9 sugyt7:)im.ols tee boniept.a:.3114:1;tfor...edu:,i' :Toro, I)
ments that could be made in Mote tepetar,ons of the pro .e1; e Met riza

suttectmatter area Of in the oxr!te90 5 a;:"e-:).1,4-nuf i prusrar,, ..;enefaqx tr fatna, wan

review of each completed assessment a. *.# ?e,. the 5ptilrlo

revision and development purposes
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8. Home EconomicsFood Preparation
Special Assessment Techniques

Definition of broad-scale problem that will involve the ei,sivation
nutrition and other dietetic factors related to meat preparation

Designati...n of a specific situation that will call on student to dem-
onstrate a vanety or computences and the knowledge rt. itasite to a
satisfactory outcome

Preparation ofa'shopoinglisi that will adequately cover the needs
stated above

Evaluation of items purchased

Closervatton in a kitchen setting of actual meal preparation

Sampling of outcome and evaluition of final product

Comments. Various stated critena will have to be met. These would be the
standard agreed-on criteria Mat should be accepted by anyone in the field.
The particular method allows for the statement of a problem whose solution
calls on a variety of skills at different levels and satisfies the demands of
different parts of the-curricilurn One or more of the following examples of
parts of the curriculum can be stressed volume feeding, gourmet cooking,
cooking for the invalid. nutrition, consumer education, product development
in a commercial setting.

9. Foreign Language Speaking Proficiency

Special Assessment Techniques

Face -to -face interview of 20.25 minute duration

Student proficiency evaluated in terms of performance capabilities in
real-life situations

Rating scale encompasses entire range of speaking proficiency
from 'survival level to proficiency shown by educated native
speakers

Comments This language proficiency interview is based on techniques
originally developed by the U S Foreign Service institute and recently
adapted for use in Peace Corps language training, teacher certification
piograms, and other situations The inter)" aw is conductee by either one
two trained raters who converse with the examinee in a oalativeiy informal
setting on topics representative of a number of roar -life communication areas
Throughout the interview, the pace and level of sophsfication of the discus-
sion are increased to a point at whis:h the maximum level of performance has
been attained An 11 point scale AS b.isic performance levels, together with
.ntermediate pass values) is used to rate the total performance Each of
these levels le defined by a short paragraph describing the kinds of
fangurigeqJse situations in which the examinee is considered capable of
communicating in an effective and appropriate manner

Concluding Note

Several of the above illustrations .,ciritain elements orodust assessment, namely
numbers 3, 7, and 8 However, it should be atre that the principal focus of the
assessment is upon the performance of the ..,,dent in a situation where the pro-
duct is introduced as a means of identify.. Me performance Skills necessary to
create the product
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VI. Assessment of Written Material

Myrqe Miller

The outcomes of learning that has'beeri gained through experience in a nonulass
room Sring are most often communicated via the written mode, and experts are
called ...Ito measure and evaluate this written work. The form of the work is usually
one of the following, an essay examination answer, an assigned topic essay, a
general essay within the portfolio of prior experience, or a log, diary, or Journal. In
addition to the general concepts of reliability and validity, experts making academic
Judgments about wntten matelots need to pay particular attention to the pitfalls
implicit in three significant questions. (1) Is the written work a direct sample of the
learning claimed? (2) Is the written work an assertion that learning hat, occurred in
the past or in a distant setting? (3) Is the written work an indirect sample from whict-
the expert can deduce cognitive and affective learning?

Of these three types, the direct sample is most like the product of classroom
learning. In general the assessment of this type of written material requires little
modification for application to experientially acquired learning. Because of the
similarities to other product assessment, be sure to consult Chapter IV for the
discossionof important issues in product assessment.

The direct sample written product is often an essay examination answer, an
assigned topic essay, or research report If the student claims to ham learned
American history through travel or self directed readilly, he can be given an essay
examination by an expert ri.storian. The historian can measure and evaluate the
student s knowledge by u.:ing the appropriate criteria for what constitutes a correct
response. In a'hotner case, .! the student seeks credit for English composition or
communication skill cor.petence, an assigned topic essay can be evaluated as
direct evidence of writtbn verbal abil.ty arid knuwledge,' A third direct sample might
be a research paper submitted in Spa,i,st, for a student claiming to have learned
Spanish while living abroad. Such di.eut samples are clearly useful for a compe-
tence currently held and easily demonstrated through summative evaluation -

All direct sample written responses require ex, _it agreed upon criteria for
evaluation, which have been made available to both the assessor and the student
before the actual evaluation occurs In the classroom each student gradually and
subtly comes to know :he professor s expeutaticnb. Although the professor may
not have made known his standards at the oolset of class, experienced students
usually learn to inter the criteria for evacuation arid modify, their study plans accord
ingty. This ability to discern evaluative viten. may, 1. fact, be the actual r leasured
skill of "successful students.

Continusu classroom throughout the semester gives classroom
students the opportunity to son oiit information relevant to expectations for mea
surement and evaluation in addition, the experience with mid course formative
assessment processes prepares students through trial and error learning for final
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summative evaluation. Usually the student whose learning has been experientially
derived cannot reap these benefits of prior knowledge of the professor or formative
assessment. Generally, the learning outcomes of experience are fudged by an
unfamiliar expert. Whenever this is the case, every effort should be made to clarify
what is expected, to make know' what criteria for evaluation are to be applied, and
to describe all other "rules" for assessment.

Students in on-going experiential settings often keep logs. diaries, or journals
of their daily learning aativities. These written responses are then submitted to
experts for assessment of learning. Thrqughout such journals, there are assertions
that learning is taking place such as, I am finally beginning to enjoy typing now
Viet I- am only correcting one error per purchase order. Acceptance of such an
assertion should not be substituted for an actual typing test or a letter of verification
from a supervise.. This rather obvious example is given in order-to contrast it with
the more common and more difficult cases that frequently arise. For example, a
student working on a psychiatric ward may claim to oe learning abnormal psycho!
ogy throughlus daily observation of patients. Another exar,ple might be when a
student working in a nursery school describes the children s daily activities and
claims to be learning early childhood development. In these cases, the task of the
expert is to distinguish between those statements that are mere reporting of obser
vations and those that inda.ate thoughtful analyses based on college level concep
tual frameworks.

This issue of assertion versus true learning outcomes is crucial in the assess-
ment of experiential learning. The distinction I., of curse, often extremely difficult
to make. Most of us are unwittingly committed to the belief that seeing is learning
(on some level). Our children may say, I learned a lot today. I went to the fire
station and saw the fire engines, or a friend may report, I went to India and saw
the raj Mahal. In truth, these 6tiMulc.ting visual experiences plus the personal
experiences accompanying them, so often do iead to learning that we make the
incorrect assumption that ail such experiences lead to significant ;Caning for all
learners. Experts need to keep in mind that the experience, setting, or activity is
not the learning, it is the opportunity for learning to occur. Therefore, in making
judgments, assessors must caret:411y sort out the student s descriptions of learn
ing opportunities from ac,tuar college .evel learning deserving the award of credit_

The portfolio of pnor reaming is especially susceptible to this protlem of
distinguishing opportunity from sear ,.rig. It is difficult for even the most expelient.ed
assessor to sort out actue, darnirq; horn very persua_ ve descriptions of learning-
Talented students with exceetiona triting ability car, ,en provide very convincing
cases-for credit. The expert may L.,.) crediting writing expertise when called on to
evaluate other SKIIIS. Or he or she may assume a connection between the writing
ability and the learning outcome claimed (see halo effect. Chapter II) It is often
even more difficult for the student to sort out,hisTher own learwig from experience.
and portfolio preparation dirr106t d1WdyS leq..res that students disentangle learning
from expenence.2 Most programs have iouno a, strong counseling component
is particularly necessary for older students who have been away from the
academic world for some time.
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Because past learning is a unique personal experience, many experts may
feel that student assertions must be accepted. After all, the student is the verifier
that he or she was there at the time. This does not mean, however, that the
students' assertions are synonymous vvrh learning outcomes. Again a good coun-
seling system can help students to develop self-assessment skills that can provide
reliable statements c' learning outcomes. In this way, not only the faculty assessor
benefits by having clear stateme: is of learning outcomes as the foci of assess-
ment, but the students also:gain i new usable skill?

Although it is essential to separate mere assertion from actual learning out
comes, the separation of personal experience from individually internalized learn
mg is somewhat-artificial.-Human lives, experience, fee;ings, thoughts and learn-
ing, are in fact, all of one piece. Students oftentimes respond emotionally to tudg
merits of past learning activities and frequehtly perceive these Judgments as
evaluations of the worth of their lives. According to Richard G. Beery, in his article
'Fear of Failure in the Student Experience, our society reinforces the idea that the
measurement of achievement is equal to the measurement of ability, which is
interpreted by many as the worth; if one s life. For this reason, it is highly recom-
mended that experts evaluating prior learning always be disinterested parties free
from constraints in distriguishing learning from described activities that-mighl be
construed as the total life's worth.

The written response, whether essay exam, assigned essay, portfolio essay,
or Journal, can often provide a sample ,of the student s cognitive and less fre-
quently) affective processes from which an expert can deduce creditable learning
outcomes. If we select from Bloom s Taxonomy,' we can choose specific cognitive
processes to be usea as criteria .or Judging written materials. An example might be
a student who was a Peace Corps volunteer and who describes his experience
with the problem of offsetting malnutrition in a remote South American village. He
might indicate a comprehensive Anun,:edge of the situation by providing esse..:.al
data on eating habits, agricultural practices, birth rates, death rates, etc. He might
demonstrate his ability to analyze the problem through discussion of the factors he
chose to assign to higher and lower priority. Synthesis might have been dem
onstrated through the combination of resources he used to address the problem.
The ability to evaluate might have been shown in his choice ef priority to attack,
i.e., encouraged change in eating habits when lack of new ee,,Ipment made a
change in agricultural practices unfeasible.

in a similar mariner, interpersonai skdis and understanding-of others might be
assessed by reading this student s descript of his personal adj.:A:Tient to the
mores, customs, and rtede expectations of raw culture. The expert should not
base his Judgments on a statement such. grew and changed a lot, or I really
learned to understand the people l worked with The evaluation. although based
on the student s descriptions of his party -.1pation in the delivery of a baby, should be
derived from thoughtful refiection on this experience. If he was able to provide
help within the context of e second culture. and can provide details of his self-
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awareness and understanding through discussion of his personal attitudes (cultur-
ally derived) toward the mother, the methods of delivery, arid the infant, then credit
for these skills may be quite appropriate. When atteriotrng judgments of cogniti ie
and affective proceSses, experts must be careful to avoid thespitfalls of creditin:i
assertions, and, in this case, not award credit for the "biology of child-birth," whicti
has not,:in fact% been demonstrated. Or, if ou 'Peace Corps volunteer happCnc
have otiistz.:-..iing writing ability, the experts m iSt avoid the pitfall of crediting verbal
facility when called on tu judge znalytic, evaluative, or interpersonal ability.

CATEGORIES OF WRITTEN MATERIAL OFTEN CONSIDERED FOR
CREDIT

Essays

Much of the research literature has been devoted to contrasting essE.,
examinations with objective examinations. In assessing experiential learning, 'hr
basic assumption is that objective exams would be too costly to produce for the
limited number of students who have had the same or nearly similar experiential
teaming. Those students who have acquired either broad 'earning or highly
specific learning similar to traditional course work :.an take the already available
CPEI-s or CLEF exams. The concern of this Handbook is with the assessment of
unique.experiential learning both in sponsored setter and error learning. For
these purposes the essay may be.appropriate.

Experts who are asked to compose essay questions or to rate essay answers
should be provided a common definition of this type of assessment task. A de
finition which includes the weaknesses of the essay and whirl indicates possible
problematic areas is provided by Se,alnaker.

.. the essay question is defined as a test item which requires aresponse,
composed by the examinee, usually in the form of one Or more sentences.
of a nature that no single response or oattern of responses can be listed as
correct, and the accuracy and quality of which can be judged subjectively
only by one skilled or informed in the subject The most,signilicant features
of the essay question are the frgedom allowed the examinee and the fact
that not only can no single answer be listed as correct and complete, and
given to clerks to check, but even an expert cannot usually classify a ra-
sponse as categoncally right or wrong. Rather, there are different degrees
ofquality or merit which can be recognized!,

When exports are expected to make judgments on degree of qu(ll'ey, they
must.be provided with dear criteria Most writers sugge.,t that essays sh%,uld be
read quickll f6r an over all impression, especially when they are being.judyed foe
quality of writing as well as for substance and when .sere is a relatively large
sample of papers on the same topic. Readers should be asked nvt to analyze
specific points or to note trivia: weaknesses. A holistic or global approach is
gerlrally favored. Even d there is only one essay on a given topic, it should be
rear. by at least two judges whenever possible

Va'raker ite Essay Typo, w Exam r r p 495
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The tasks should be clearly defined so that the student can be made aware of
what is expected. All.questions should be carefully worded so plat the student
understands what he is expected to do. If an answer of a particular length is
expected, specify, how long it is to be. If the student is allowed to expand upon the
question, state this. If he is expected to stay within given limits, make the bound-
aries known to him. When the students are expected to set aside mechanics-and
wording and to concentrate on ideas, form, and flavor, they should be aware of
exactly what they are being graded on, and readers should be selected who agree
to grade these factors. Sometimes, of course, readers who agree to grade on
these factors may nevertheless find themselves influepced from time to time by
grammar, spelling, etc. Students therefore should be,:forewamed that it may be
impossible for evaluators to totally ignore mechanics and wording and that errors in
-grammar, spelling, etc., may affect the evaluation.

Portfolios

The portfolio of prior learning usually contains as one portion a general es.ay. This
'essay is frequently assessea by a faculty expert or panel of experts. The essay is
often autobiographical and highly descriptive of past experiences. The essays can
range from a few pag3s to full bool,size manuscripts. Details may include
emotional reactions to past events and intrapersonal insights as well as job de-
scriptions and catalogs of skills attained. With different portfolios, the experts who
assess the learning in the portfolio may do so from different perspectives and with
different criteria for assessment. For any one puitfolio, however, tie criteria should
remain the same across experts.

1. Descriptions of Past Learning as a Measurement of Writing Con.detence.
Most institutions of higher education have as a stated requirement for the degree
an acceptable le.el of writing competence. This competence is frequently met
through the preparation of the portfolio essay. Expurts who are called on to assess
the portfolio essay should be provided with a sinyie set of crtieria specific to this
purpbse such as:

a. Clarity of presentation, proper organization, appropriateness of style.

b. Logic and order of presentation, adequacy of transitions, unity, and
coherence.

c. Neatness, lack of typographical or spelling errors.

d. Accuracy of punctuation.

e. Correctness of grammar, adequacy of vocabulary

The facolty of each Institution needs to define and establish criteria appro-
priate to the student body and cunsunarit with the philosophy and standards of that
institution.

2. Articulation with Degree Program. The portfolio essay frequently serves as
the vehicle of articulation of past iearning with .earning to be undertaken at the
institution. The task, in this case. is to assess the student s a)ility to analyze the
significam, relevant learning from tne past and to integrate thin iearning into a full
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degree program. Depending on the particular objectives or goals of the institution,
the criteria for this assessment will differ:100as will require a set of clear criteria
when they are called upon to evaluate the complex processes involved in dredging
up, sorting out, categorizing, and articulating past le wing. An example might be a
student who decides to study oceanography after many years of workina as an
engineer. His work experience might provide him with the knowledge of
ge ophysics and other course work he needs. Much of his earlier academic work
May nDW be rusty or out-of-date and may need to be discarded. Some of his Navy
training may be, after close examination, highly relevant. Also his avocations of
sailing, boatbuilding, and marine natural history may fit in well with a study plan that
calls-for an at-sea internship.

Criteria for the assessment of this type of essay might include.

a. Ability to present a well-organrzedstogical argument.

b. Ability to identify pertinent learning from experience.
c. Abilitysto make decisions with well-supported defenses.

d..Ability to justify and to substantiate each decision.

Logs, Diaries, Journals

In the traditional classroom, the faculty member responsible normally has control
over the material presented, the quality of work to be undertaken, and the quality of
the readings or other materials tc be used. Since the subject matter emanates from
the instructorin the form of assignments or lectures, there is little doubt about what
was taughtonly about what was teamed. This controlled teaching process allows
each faculty member to devise measurement instruments based on what was
delivered-and, hopefully, received. In the experiential slitting, however, much of
this teacher control is given over to nonacademic supervisors, employers, or the
student. As a consequence, one rather common method of recording the learning
activities has been the log, diary, or journal. The student submits this log to an
expert for evaluation either as interim or final documentation of learning. When a
log is used without on-site observation, the eAtiert is called on to evaluate bot
what was delivered (available learning experiencei and what was r iceived
(learning outcomes).

1. Description of Learning Activities. Often the log, diary, or journal takes the
form of a direct daily record of each learning activity. Studer_-, in Internships,
on- the-job_ training, or apprenticeships may include a fine level of Jetail for each
new .task undertaken, level of responsibility accepted, or skill ev eloped An
example might be a teachers aide who IA assigned one child vith a reading
problem to work with and desi-ribes for eact, day the pricoic drills, word games,
and stories used as part of the student s teaUler s learner experience An bxpert
reading such a journal could assess the leariaN by wing criteni such as

a. Ability to apply theory to actual situation.
b. Ability to interrelate facts, princioles, and pritnon ,ma in a new Nay

c. Ability to demonstrate the development of a new of interrelated coil
cepts,
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2. Reflection;-Cognition, Affect. The diary or journal can also be used to record
the students' thoughts about and feelings toward their expenential teaming. It is
often this very reflection upon the experience that produces the true learning
outcomes. A student of drama may gain more insight into her art after considerable
reflection than on-stage during the actual performance. A social work intern, after
many hours Of-Informa1self-analysis, may recognize that she has been too quick to
make decisions for her clier,ts. Students of writing and literature may use the
journal to record books read and reactions to the books, as well as personal
creative efforts such as poems or short stories.

Criteria f6r the reflective journal might include:

a. Ability to draw anaioglns between related experiences.

b. Ability to integrate experience into larger patterns of meaning.

c. Atny to demonstrate that the experience shaped the student s views or
philosophy of life.

(See CAEL Institutional Report No. 3, University of California at Los Angeles,
for further discussion of the vse of the journal for spunsorecl experiential learning)6

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Important steps that should be taker, into act,ount when assezsing written mattr-
rials include the following:

1. Determine the specific factors on which the student is to tin
assessed before making any judgments. Make sure that 'hestudent
has a clear understanding of exactly wtat factors (e.g., wnting com-
petence, substantive knowledge in some area, etc ) are to be
assessed.

2. Obtain a ropresentzliVesample of the students wnting
a. If the assessment IS.to be based' on prior written work. provide

guidelines to the ,student so that a representatA sample of
wnting related to the criteria can be assessed If a-student claims
to hive written 2O short stories, for example, the assessment
onould be based on more than one or two of the stories

b If the assessment is to4e based on a requested writing sample.
the directions and guidelines to the student should be dear and
relevant to the factotl established

3. Prepare :nr assessmert

a Through committee action or other methods, standards should
be established For example. a file containing samples of
acceptable levels of student work can be set up

b Clear guidelines should be established for judges so that they
know exactly what factors ;- ,t3 to be assessed.

c Through workshops ardor practice sessions. judges should be
trained to use agreed-upon procedures and standards

*Jame Sact4 Peer.,, YM Ma = ti Et.. 40, MA, 7 t"- 00,X, s,7,e0 Cp171. f.,14 ;JAW." 4,7
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4, Make final assessment report

a. Clear guidelines should also be provided for the ''friting of a final
assessment report. If the report is to be of diagnostic value, ter
example, the assessors should have some predifined structure
around which such a report can ho-written The report should
clearly relate the final assessment to the written matenal

b. Whsneve'r possible have at least two judges read the material
Each judge should not know the other s evaluation prior to doing
his or her assessment

c_ As a rule, judges who are personally familiar with the writer
should not be used. Whenever-possible, the student atthor of
the materials should rema,e unPrfentifieo
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ilcharcl./3; ROW

.The Prece.cling:ohapterS' have eachYpresented some important considerations for
i10',90aSinent: The clic-batic steps-Which were recommended in Chapter II reoccur,
Witkdiffedhg;othphases on .various points,siry the chapters dealing with specific
,methods otasaesSment It may be helpful to review. these steps as they apply to
lioiSCh,:type bratiossnietit. Figure "A Matrix.ofAsseSsnent Steps," pretents in a
concise the specific adaptation of each general step as it pertains to each of
the.fowinajor assessment discussed this Handbook

'Figure'5,oleerlY illuStrales the similarity -in basic principles that should be
Optiedtoarty assessment. The first major step, establish Criterion Sianctaalsiis a
good example. The idea is-essentially the seine for alffour types of assessment
Ifiethods.:Ooncrete examples or descriptions should be used to illustrate what is
rnaiirt-by different 'levels of the criterion. If performance is being assessed, this
Otifit'be -Ohne wlihta.number of direct examples of performance. If.products are

:11.4iiig2assessed; actual, examples of products would be _best, or It that is snot
possible; clear-vetbal descriptions of products could be used. The, second basic

-stePlitcludes'fivo;ectivities. First, within each of the fotir assessment techniques, .

there is aiange of possible approaches. Careful consideration of the,assessment
problem at hand will -usually-reveal one or two approaches best suited to the
situation. if interviewing, is used,-this may mean choosing en oral testlather than a
seinistructured interview, for.example The second-activity in this step involves
providing spine: structure fonthe assessee and assessor. Structure is what clistin-
,gulstti3s. an Interview from a casual conversation at a cocktail party or product
assessment froth avisit to an art show.

'The. noxVstep, Planning, includes both the preparation _of _judges and .the-
edministrativedetails, such as providing an adequate room.. An environment free
of distrac*Lnoise -is-clearly essential for effective, interviewing, and for many
types of performance assessments special equipmeht will be needed.

TIICfourth step has to do with directing and focusing the assessor's attention
to only what is observed within the structure the assessment protedure. The age
or appearance.of the artist should not in anyway influence the Judgment of pews-
sots Considering artistic products as learning outcomes, for instance. Once judge-
menti, have been 'made, it is important that documentation-of the assessment
,process be available for review and that feedback be given to thastudent. This fifth
step ,may- vary- considerably in terms of the mode of transcription. Products, for
-example, serve as a record themseives,,whereasinterviews must be electronically
recorded-or detailed with written mites.

The sixth and final step can take a variety- ofiforms, ranging from judgmentally
evaluating the adequacy of an-assessment prOcedure to as fell-blown empirical
research study. Monitoring the:quality of assessment is a crucial, -but-often -ne-
glected, activity. Within a given institution it is often difficult or impossible to apply
the more.powerful empirical procedures taevaluatingessessmentsimply because
not enough students are assessed with a given procedure. EMpirical procedures
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Figure ,5
A Matrix of Assessment Steps

Assessment TechniquesBask Stefier-

Estabfish
Criterion
Standards

Select and
Structure
ASSeisment

Plan the
Administration

- of Assessment

Relate
Judgments
to Observations

Record and
Report

Monitar
Assessment

\ Interviews

Should be siven in
behavioral and
'Verbal forms.

Determine what type of interview
is'to be conducted and structure it
to elicit relevant information.

Prepare interviewers, interview
schedules, provide for space.
time, and special recording
equipment.

Use' of checklists, rating schles,
a:id written reports.

Recording can be electronic and
written. Feedback given in
postinterview.

Tape recordings or additional
observer can be used, in addition
to examination of written repoits
and empirical study.

Product Assessmerit. Performance kssgssment

Should be defined by specific Should be given in behavioral
examples. terms.

Provide guidelines for choosing
the most relevant and
representative products.

Prepare judges by providing them
with clear specifications and
examples.

Choose the most relevant
performance method and adapt to
specific criteria.

Prepare judges, provide for space,
time, and any special equipment
needed.

,Rating scales and wntten reports. Checklists: rating states, and
written reports.

Products themselves serve as a
record. Also written records,
Feedback written or oral.

Informal inter-judge agreement.
written reports, and cmpirical
study.

Recording can be electronic and
written. Feedback can be written
or oral.

internal consistency of the tasks
and electronic reconing are some
possibilities, in addition to written
reports and empirical study.

'Written Material

Should be related to objeative,.
observable aspects of wrifirliv,

For iequested mitten inatens
specific guides should be p
for the student. For previously
produced material, guidelines,
should be given for the num
amount amaterial to be
submitted.

Prepare judges by prqVicfing
with clear instructions as to
they will be judging.

Rating scales and written r

Recording is written only.
Feedback can begiven in wr
or oral foim.

Informal Interudge agreeme
examination of written reports
and !empirical study.



noqtilre relatively,large samples for results to be meaningful; and it is unfortunately
Icua-of thoet,CAEL kistitutionethat the required sample sizes cannot. normally be
.Obtaln*I.,:§Peclatetudles-that draw on the-resources of several institutions -can
,oraP.,,^rne,the "numbers":problem and providesome valid-answers to questions
about assessment qUality; In order to do this, however, common Procedure," Must

7beappNectin-differentinstitutians, faculty cooperation must be obtained, and a host
Of PrOb terns must be:confronted 'and 'overcome. The difficulty otsuch in
undert*Ing *What makes the,GAEL validation studies' such a unique and mean-

.. -ingful'ecaerpONshrtient. These-studies drew on the Cooperative efforts of 24,institu-
tions;,allttnvplyed in assessment of nontraditional learning. The results of these
studies provide, for the-firsttime, "base rate" information on the reliability.and
liailditYdt-asaeisMent of experiential learning and, as-such, would be an ideal'
*king Point' for anyone involved'in evaluation otasseisment at the local level.

o

'Warren W., WiVingham and Assoc lat:s, The CAH. Valdez/on Report. Princeton. N.J. CAEL. Educational Testing Service.
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--CAEL 'HANDBOOKS AND P.ND CA STUDENT GUIDES

'... ,

1

..' Teaching and Assessing Interpersonal dompetence=A.CAEC. $6.00
-

Handbook

,

As*OsIng Prior Learning-rA CAEL Handbook

-Coliege-Sponsored Experiential Learning7A CAEL Handbook

,

:Expert. Assessment of Experiential LearningA CAEL Handbook

Assesilfig Occupatio.nal dompetencesA CAEL Handbook

Learning and Assessing Interpersonal CompetenceA GAEL
Student Guide

Assessing Prior Learning:A CAEL Student Guide

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00
a

$6.00

$3.00

$3.06

-College-Sponsored Experiential LearningA CAEL Student Guide $3.90

I

A list of other CAEL publications is available upon request.
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